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"Every once in a while, a new technology, an old
problem, and a big idea turn into an innovation."

Dean Kamen



It is our great pleasure to introduce to you all, NucleUS- the Science Magazine. This
magazine is the product of a collaborative effort of students across 6 Shiv Nadar
Institutions- Shiv Nadar School Faridabad, Noida and Gurgaon, Vidyagyan Bulandshahr
and Sitapur, and Shiv Nadar University, Greater Noida. Through this magazine, we aim to
spread facts and knowledge in a medium accessible to all. Being the first edition of this
venture, we decided to keep it as inclusive as possible, with the only theme being science
itself. The magazine includes all of biology, physics, chemistry, astronomy, and related
subjects (maybe even a couple of conspiracy theories). The magazine also has art-work,
puzzles, and other creative pieces. The “Events” section gives the reader a snapshot of the
different science-related events conducted across all campuses over the past quarter.
Finally, you can also find the latest developments in the different fields of science, and
some interesting events to look forward to, and dates to note in your calendars. We will be
publishing a new copy with different articles every quarter and each time there will be a
new theme of the magazine as well. This magazine is the outcome of a collaborative effort
and we sincerely hope that you all enjoy reading it. This is the first of many editions to
come and just a glimpse into the potential that this venture holds. All contributions were
made by the students from the different contributing institutions. We look forward to
greater contributions from all of you (including faculty members) in the future editions,
to help this initiative grow to its full potential.

Thank you,
Team Nucleus

Written by Sandhya Kasivisweswaran and Tamanna Chandna



"Nature is orderly, and science tries to understand this order through a
rigorous and logical methodology. The importance of scientific
communication cannot be understated -- for scientists themselves and for
the users of science, the society at large. Science communication, however, is
a challenging job, which has evoked two extreme views attributed to two
giant physicists: "If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well
enough", and "If I could explain it to the average person, I wouldn't have
been worth the Nobel Prize".Both are true! While some basic concepts can
indeed be explained in plain English, some others need their own scientific
language and tools for a correct description. In the name of science
communication or popularization, the rigor and accuracy of science should
never be compromised, and at the same time, one should not hide one's
ignorance behind unnecessary technical jargon. No wonder we do not have
many noteworthy science newsletters/ magazines in the country, and I am
impressed by the initiative taken by our people to get into this domain of
science communication and create an example. I feel very proud of our cross-
campus collaboration, NUCLEUS, and wish to congratulate the energetic
team led by Vinita Sharat from Shiv Nadar School-Noida and Vinnie Mathur
from Shiv Nadar University. The heroes are our students, working with their
superb faculty mentors in VidyaGyan, Shiv Nadar Schools, and Shiv Nadar
University. This inaugural science e-magazine is truly significant for me as it
is a visible testimonial of the thread that ties all the grand institutions under
the Shiv Nadar Foundation. With my very best wishes for a fulfilling journey" 

- Dr. Rupamanjari Ghosh, Vice-Chancellor, Shiv Nadar University

"“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled.” The NucleUS
Cross Campus e-magazine will kindle the imagination of our young learners.
This is the time to congratulate the team and students who have used various
mediums of expression to present their ideas. As long as our ideas are
expressed and thoughts kindled we can be sure of learning, as everything
begins with an idea. Once again, hearty congratulations on the release of the
upcoming first edition of the NucleUS Cross Campus e-magazine, which has
brought all of us together under one umbrella. The e-magazine will reflect the
students’  creativity under the guidance of their teachers. I am sure that the
positive attitude, hard work, sustained efforts, and innovative ideas exhibited
by our young children will surely stir the minds of the readers and take them
to the fantastic world of unalloyed joy and pleasure."

 
- Ms. Nutan Singh, Principal, VidyaGyan, Sitapur



''The proposed magazine will be a wonderful platform for students and the faculty
members of the institutions of the Foundation to share their work, their learnings.
They can get into collaborative projects and will acquire a very important skill – to
work as a TEAM and also an important value- Sharing. Students especially from the
Schools (VidyaGyan, SNS) will immensely benefit from their seniors studying in
SNU which has excellent research and lab facilities. I see immense potential in
collaboration among the institutions which will bring in a lot of learning for the
students and the faculty."

  - Mr. Bishwajit Banerjee, Principal, VidyaGyan Bulandshahr

"Collaboration and ideation is the seed of many discoveries. The pandemic
has brought to us, closer home like never before, how important it is for our
children to meet cross-campus, talk and share. These discourses lead to
qualitative scaling of Shiv Nadar School Standards and enable all children
across the board to be in the continual cycle of growth and improvement. I
am delighted to see that happen with higher frequency and intensity in this
extraordinary year. The magazine and its first edition is testimony to the
rich discussions among students from six campuses which reflects a passion
for Science. The cross-campus science department has leveraged (the digital
competency to its optimum and scaled it to be able to work together and
work at any time, from any location. Great lessons of 2020! My
Congratulations to Vinita Sharat and all the mentors for this tremendous
effort and hope this leads to sustained, consistent collaboration among our
six campuses thus harvesting curiosity, creativity, and scientific truth as the
bedrock of all growth and learning."

- Ms. Anju Wal, Principal, Shiv Nadar School, Faridabad

"The Age of enlightenment wherein there were fresh scientific ideas and
discoveries across Europe was said to be in the 17th and 18th centuries.
COVID19 has shown us that a New Age of enlightenment is needed. You need
to be the harbingers of that enlightenment in the world. Looking forward to
seeing fresh ideas and discoveries from each one of you. Wishing you all the
best 'Team Cross Campus' for the rest of the journey."

- Ms. Monica Sagar, Principal, Shiv Nadar School, Gurgaon

"By nurturing the 'love of learning' and a passion and curiosity to match help
build an environment to grow the important 6C's required in the 21st Century
workforce. Schools must address this. This philosophy is embedded here at Shiv
Nadar School for both our teachers and students. One of the 6C’s is collaboration.
The initiative of publishing a cross-campus e-magazine will no doubt reinforce
this. Can I congratulate all the publishers and contributors for making this a
reality? Well done!"

- Mr. Matthew Ivulich, Head of Connected Learning Programme & Middle School Noida



"It is indeed a great start to release a cross-campus e-magazine to make our
students' thinking and learning visible. Congratulations to you and your
STEAM team for initiating this platform, which I am sure will open up a lot
more opportunities for students' voices and creative expressions. Looking
forward to the first edition, best wishes!"

- Ms. Sriparna Chakrabarti, IBDP Coordinator, Shiv Nadar School, Gurgaon

"To make sense of nature’s processes and the phenomenon is part of
everybody’s business. The wonders of life affect the imagination of all. It is then
imperative to recognize the need to take the tools of wonderment, excitement,
curiosity, and mindful observation to as many minds as possible.
Notwithstanding the changes in the context and the format of our lives, the
cross-campus events in Science have upheld this need. And what could be better
than taking it one step forward through Nucleus, making it all available to
more and more minds? This is a noble endeavor and one can imagine it making
a profound impact on our young curious minds. Best wishes to all learners."

- Ms. Jyotsna Gaur, Head of International Curriculum, Shiv Nadar School, Noida

"Science is a way of developing new knowledge and it helps us answer our
curiosity about how the world develops and works. Not only does science
help us understand the evolution of mankind but also shapes our daily
lives,  it impacts countless decisions we make each day from managing our
health and well-being, choosing paper over plastic at the grocery store, or
answering a child who asks why the sky is blue, science has an important
role in our lives. The collaborative cross-campus magazine- NucleUS- has
brought together learners across the campuses and created a common
platform breaking the physical boundaries and delve deep into their
scientific explorations and journeys. Kudos to the editorial team for making
this dream a reality. All the best."                                 

 
- Ms. Anju Soni, Vice Principal, Shiv Nadar School, Noida



"Nucleus is the beginning of a collaboration that is poised to be at the
vanguard of ushering a new paradigm in scientific temper, creative
thinking, and above all sharing best practices and celebrating curiosity
across all campuses. My congratulations to Ms. Vinita and her team for
putting this wonderful initiative together and I wish them all the very best
in this endeavor."

- Mr. Raymond Fernandes, Director Of Education, Shiv Nadar School

"Heartiest congratulations to Vinita and her team for this marvelous FIRST!
This Science Story is not a mere Magazine but a beginning of a whole new
universe of Collaborative Learning and Sharing in the quest of 'how we
know what we know' and 'what we do with what we know'.Inspired by the
wonders of Science and Spirituality, may all our learners, widen and deepen
this space that fosters "interaction between faith and reason,  encouraging
dialogue between science and spiritual, cultural, philosophical and religious
values ", seek the truth. ( as the lives of Scientists such as Stephen Hawking
inspire us to be. I pray that the ruminative spaces in these stories find as
much space as the creative, reflective, innovative, and disruptive !)  In the
words of Carl Sagan, "Science is not only compatible with spirituality; it is a
profound source of spirituality. When we recognize our place in an
immensity of light-years and in the passage of ages, when we grasp the
intricacy, beauty, and subtlety of life, then that soaring feeling, that sense of
elation and humility combined, is surely spiritual..."Therefore, I wish every
explorer, creator, compiler, researcher, guide, mentor, coach, and reader of
this interplay of word, visual, thought and ideas, a meaningful experience of
the minutest existence to the loftiness of being the uninterrupted
continuum of the Cosmic whole - Everything or Nothing, I know not, yet...
Let's keep the search on..."

- Ms. Shashi Banerjee, Principal, Shiv Nadar School, Noida

"I congratulate the editorial team for publishing the cross-campus maiden
edition of the magazine- NucleUS.  This is the beginning of the collaboration
in its truest form. Many more to come."

- Col. Gopal Karunakaran, CEO, Shiv Nadar School & President, SNU



"The fundamental reason for publishing the Science magazine  "Nucleus ", is to integrate and share the scientific ideas from a
diverse set of students, age groups and in the process, bring about scientific awareness among inquisitive minds. I hope the
readers will appreciate our sincere endeavor.  I sincerely thank the editorial Team,  (students and faculties from SNS,
Vidyagyan, and SNU ) for their valuable contribution in bringing out the most informative maiden edition."

                             -Ms. Vinita Sharat, Coordinator  STEAM / SCIENCE, Shiv Nadar School, Noida
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Fact. Fiction. Reality. Hoax. We face these situations
everyday. But an incident which happened 50 years
clearly portrays these paradoxes.

Apollo 11, a mission by NASA, called a Giant leap for
Mankind. But was it just a Giant leap of….lies ?

It took 400,000 Nasa employees and contractors to
put Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin on the moon in
1969 – but only one man to spread the idea that it
was all a hoax. His name was Bill Kaysing.
Kaysing suggests that,” USA lacks the technical
prowess to plan such a huge moon mission in merely
a span of two years.”

Kaysing had actually contributed to the US space
programme, albeit tenuous: between 1956 and 1963,
he was an employee of Rocketdyne, a company that
helped to design the Saturn V rocket engines. In 1976,
he self-published a pamphlet called We Never Went
to the Moon: America’s Thirty Billion Dollar Swindle,
which sought evidence for his conviction by means of
grainy photocopies and ludicrous theories. Yet
somehow he established a few perennials that are
kept alive to this day in Hollywood movies and Fox
News documentaries, Reddit forums and YouTube
channels.
But, was there any evidence behind it ? Doubters say
the U.S. government, desperate to beat the Russians
in the space race, faked the lunar landings, with
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin acting out their mission
on a secret film set, located (depending on the
theory) either high in the Hollywood Hills or deep
within Area 51.
The Apollo 11 television camera was a black-and-
white, slow-scan TV with a scan rate of 10 frames-
per-second at 320 lines-per-frame. In order to 

 broadcast the images to the world, the
pictures had to first be converted to the
commercial TV standards. In the US, this was
the EIA standard of 60 frames-per-second at
525 lines-per-frame. The pictures were
displayed on a 10-inch black-and-white
monitor and a vidicon camera was pointed at
the screen and the pictures were scanned at
the EIA standard. A number of peculiar image
artifacts were seen on the images. One set of
artifacts was produced by sunlight reflecting
off the astronauts and the LM onto the TV
camera's lens. These reflections produced the
ghostly effects perceived by the public. Other
prominent artifacts were the result of spots
burnt into the monitor screens from which the
optical conversions were produced.

1
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The hoax advocates often argue that stars should be
visible, and some of their claims are valid; however,
they fail to recognize the difference between
"seeing" stars and "photographing" stars. 
The stars were certainly visible to the astronauts
standing on the Moon, and they could have
recorded their images by increasing exposures, but
the astronauts were not there to take star pictures.
The purpose of the photos was to record the
astronauts' activities on the surface of the Moon.

The American Flag seems to sway whereas
space is an area of Vacuum. How was that
possible though?
Therefore, in conclusion, conspiracy theorists
continue to publicize their theories while on
the other hand, the USA has no other way but
to back its claims. Hence, talking about
opinions, my opinion is more inclined
towards the fact that it wasn’t real and
nobody has been able to take that Giant Leap
yet.

This claim is one I hear frequently and is one of the
easiest to refute. The answer is very simple: they are
too faint. The Apollo photos are of brightly lit
objects on the surface of the Moon, for which fast
exposure settings were required. The fast exposures
simply did not allow enough starlight into the
camera to record an image on the film. For the same
reason, images of the Earth taken from orbit also
lack stars. The stars are there; they just don't appear
in the pictures.

Bill Kaysing claims that NASA has
perpetuated the lie that stars cannot be seen
in space to validate the lack of stars in the
Apollo photos. This assertion is utterly
ridiculous; in fact, NASA has released many
photos in which stars are visible. Common
among these are long-exposure nighttime
photographs of the aurora taken by space
shuttle astronauts.
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In the last couple of years, everyone in the
Biomedical research community has been talking
about CRISPR. in the last few years. This gene
editing tool is making gene editing easier and
faster than it ever was, and has opened doorways
for many possibilities.

Some of the most astonishing uses of CRISPR are:
1) DNA TAPE RECORDERS: Scientists at Harvard
have used CRISPR to create a molecular tool called
- Camera. The tool records the events in the
lifetime of a cell, such as exposure to antibiotics,
viruses and light.

2)BRINGING BACK EXTINCT CREATURES: Even
though it does not seem possible, scientists are
already working on bringing back animals that are
extinct. First on the list is the passenger
pigeon.Using CRISPR technology, researchers plan
to introduce genes from the passenger pigeons
into the band tail pigeon. The hybrids will then be
bred for more generations until the offspring DNA
matches that of the extinct species.
The first generation of these extinct pigeons is
expected to be seen again in 2022.
Gene-editing techniques have already been used
on humans, Eg: the case where the infant girl who
was treated for leukemia with engineered T-cells
The fast development and vast scopes of its success
and uses have some people worried that genetic
engineering technologies will be used in the future
to create "designer babies" (A designer baby is a
baby whose genes have been selected or altered,
often to include a particular gene or to remove
genes associated with a disease.). 

The scientific community was shocked when at a
conference in Hong Kong, He Jiankui announced
that he had created genetically modified twin
sisters in October 2018, dubbed Lulu and Nana,
and that the third child was arriving soon(In 2019
the third baby was born).

later, the Chinese court sentenced He Jiankui to
three years in prison for “illegal medical practice”.
He was accused of not having proper certification to
practice medicine, and in seeking fame and wealth,
had violated national regulations in medical
research treatment.

The fast development and vast scopes of its success
and uses have some people worried that genetic
engineering technologies will be used in the future
to create "designer babies" (A designer baby is a
baby whose genes have been selected or altered,
often to include a particular gene or to remove
genes associated with a disease.)
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Later, the Chinese court sentenced He Jiankui to three years in prison for “illegal medical practice”. He
was accused of not having proper certification to practice medicine, and in seeking fame and wealth, had
violated national regulations in medical research treatment.

The scientific community was shocked when at a conference in Hong Kong, He Jiankui announced that
he had created genetically modified twin sisters in October 2018, dubbed Lulu and Nana and that the
third child was arriving soon(In 2019 the third baby was born).
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Being a scientist is not an easy task
Experimenting with pieces of equipment like the flask 
Your mind might be full of diagrams
Or units like kilograms
Science is all about having to observe and explore
With your mind as a store
You get to know about many inventions
And a lot of corrections
You just need to discover things around
Like a small sound or a shake in the ground
If you start wondering
Just try concentrating
Physics, chemistry, and biology combine it all
With a lot of topics to recall
You will like it as it has everything with a twist
You just need to give it a try
and say hi!
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Just think about the place where you can go, but
not come back. Well there are many such places,
for example going into magma or going to the
deepest point in the ocean, but there is something
in outer space called the black holes.

Black holes are objects floating around space with
so much gravity that even light cannot escape it,
but that’s not all. Further in this article, you will
learn more things about black holes, apart from
black holes.

Actually, reaching the black hole is very difficult
for humankind, as Earth is very far from the
nearest black hole, about 1000 light years. Among
other things, collecting enough fuel to reach the
nearest black hole is nearly impossible.

Now let’s take a look at the types of black holes to
see what effect each one has. The types of black
holes are :-
1) Stellar black holes: When a larger star
collapses, it continues to compress and creates a
stellar black hole. Black holes formed by the
collapse of individual stars are relatively small
but incredibly dense. They have masses in the
range 5 to several 10s of solar masses. One of these
objects packs more than three times the mass of
the Sun into the diameter of a city. This leads to a
crazy amount of gravitational force pulling on
objects around the central star. These black holes
then consume the dust and gas from their
surrounding galaxies, which keep them growing
in size.

2) Intermediate black holes: These black holes are
in the range of mass 102 to 105 solar masses. Such
bodies could form when stars in a cluster collide
in a chain reaction. Several of these intermediate
black holes forming in the same regions could
then eventually fall together in the center of a
galaxy and create a supermassive black hole.
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3) Supermassive black holes: Supermassive
black holes dominate the universe. These
enormous block holes are millions or even
billions of times as massive as the Sun but
are about the same size in diameter. These
black holes are thought to lie at the center of
pretty much every galaxy, including our own
Milky Way galaxy, also known as Sagittarius
A.
4) Miniature black holes: Miniature black
holes also called quantum mechanical black
holes or micro black holes, are hypothetical
tiny black holes, for which quantum
mechanical effects play an important role.
The concept that black holes may exist that
are smaller than 1 stellar mass was
introduced in 1971 by Stephen Hawking.
Now after knowing about the different types
of black holes, let us proceed to know about
the structure of a black hole and see how a
journey into the black hole would look or
feel like.

The journey into a black hole is not fast, it's
really slow as the black holes alter not only
the space like but alter time too. The time
near the black hole travels slower than it
does in space randomly. As per the theory of
relativity by Albert Einstein the more close
to the gravity source you are the slower the
time will run, like being in the troposphere
of the earth the time would be more faster
than anyone standing on the ground.
Now, time is slow in the Ergosphere, but if
we move further, we will be able to reach the
event horizon also known as the no escape
point. 

It is called that, because when you are in the event
horizon, the gravitational forces are so crazy that
nothing escapes from there, the only way to escape the
event horizon is to move faster than the speed of light,
which is practically impossible as of now. 

Some cool facts about the black holes:--
1)Our sun will never become a black hole as the black
holes are made of stars with larger masses also known
as giant stars, rather than the main sequence stars like
our sun.-

2) The black holes are not sensed by seeing them as
they do not reflect light whereas they are sensed by X-
rays and the vanishing of the main sequence stars at an
instant.
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The painting depicts one of the copious moments in the year of doom, 2020,
that has left us earthlings in awe of the unbridled wrath of nature. The Great
Conjunction took place on the 21st of December, bringing Saturn and Jupiter
the closest they have been since 1623. The colourful depiction of the planets is
to highlight their being, and the equally bright waves and strips in the
background signify the event's importance as well as the astrological effect on
our society, which are the dark building like structures on the opposite
borders of the paper.
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Space junk is not controlled, which means that it
can collide into other satellites or pieces of junk.
This causes the pieces to wander around and
break other things, they can also break useful
satellites which may cause damage and havoc in
human life, considering how we are very
connected to our devices and gadgets, and they
are a necessity in our everyday life functioning.
Take that example from earlier, the one about
GPS, what if the satellite is destroyed severely and
starts to malfunction. That could be very
dangerous, as it might lead users to sticky
situations like telling them that there is a
highway off the cliff. A distracted user might
even drive that far and fall off the cliff.
Coming back to space, this crash is a chain
reaction which starts and there is no way to put
an end

SPACE TRAFFICKING

We send many satellites and rockets into space,
they all give important information which is very
useful in daily life. Take GPS for an example, It
tells us in which direction or street to move to get
to our destination. Rockets help astronauts travel
to other planets, and they also help in a Rover
landing. But what happens when the satellite is
unused, or when a rocket takes off and it loses its
tiers (pieces)? Of course they are sent falling back
to Earth and are burnt by the atmosphere, but
sometimes they just stay there. None of this
seems hazardous or dangerous, right?  Well it just
turns into waste or preferably called the term
‘space junk’. It stays there and moves pretty fast,
and by pretty fast I mean 18,000 miles per hour
which means it’s faster than a bullet. Still don’t
understand how this is dangerous or hazardous?
Here’s how:

Imagine waking up to a sky which has millions of pieces
of plastics and metals…

Author: Anaya Pal 

Shiv Nadar School Faridabad

 to it without it destroying a couple of satellites. It
means many satellites will be destroyed and not
just one. Even though this reaction does stop after a
while but there is still a probability for it to start
again.
It can come to an extent where there won’t be a
way to send more satellites or rockets into space,
we will have to wait for many years for those
satellites to crash into each other and form dust.
Currently, there is a one in a million chance of
space junk falling and crashing down at your
house. This sounds like it's pretty slim,but in the
future, if no action is taken, these odds can
increase, and besides, who needs a broken house
and a piece of the space station in their living room.
Scientists are thinking of adding highly
programmed space junk cleaners which have a net
and an item recycling machine which can give us
back resources and we can reuse them in other
projects. It would take a lot of machine learning but
it is way more worth it than living in a jail made
out of glass, metals and plastics in the atmosphere
which prevent us from exploring the mysterious
secrets of space and it’s wonders. At last, we are a
very curious species.
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Genetic engineering, the artificial manipulation,
modification, and recombination of DNA or other
nucleic acid molecules in order to modify an organism
or population of organisms.The term genetic
engineering initially referred to various techniques
used for the modification or manipulation of
organisms through the processes of heredity and
reproduction. Genetic engineering has advanced the
understanding of many theoretical and practical
aspects of gene function and organization. Through
recombinant DNA techniques, bacteria have been
created that are capable of synthesizing human
insulin, human growth hormone, alpha interferon, a
hepatitis B vaccine, and other medically useful
substances. Plants may be genetically adjusted to
enable them to fix nitrogen, and genetic diseases can
possibly be corrected by replacing dysfunctional
genes with normally functioning genes. Over the
years, genetic engineering and biotech has been used
for some insane and impressive things, the DNA of
organisms has been altered and combined with other
DNA to create an entirely new set of genes. Here is a
list of 4 genetically engineered plants and animals
that will blow your mind!

1) Singing Mice:
Most of the time, scientists go into an experiment
with a purpose. Sometimes, however, they just throw
a bunch of genes into a mouse and wait to see what
happens. That’s how  we got this mouse that chirps
like a bird. It’s part of the Evolved Mouse Project, A
Japanese research project that’s taking a brute force
approach to genetic engineering—they’re modifying
mice, letting them breed, and just sort of noting 
down the results. While checking a new litter of mice
one morning, they discovered one of the baby mice
was singing like a bird.” 

Excited, they focused on that mouse and now
have over 100 mice that can sing, and they
noticed something else interesting—when
regular mice grew up around singing mice, they
began to use different sounds and tones, sort of
like a dialect spreading through a human
population
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2) Scorpion Cabbages:
Androctonus australis is one of the most dangerous
scorpions in the world. By weight, its venom is as toxic
as a black mamba’s, and can cause tissue damage and
hemorrhaging, not to mention the deaths of several
people every year. Cabbage, on the other hand, is a
vegetable that goes into soups. In 2002, researchers at
the College of Life Sciences in Beijing combined the
two, and declared it safe for human consumption.
Specifically, they isolated a specific toxin from the
scorpion’s venom and modified the cabbage’s genome
so that it would produce the toxin as it grew.
Supposedly the toxin they used, AaIT, is only effective
against insects—not humans. In other words it acts as
a built-in pesticide, so when something like a
caterpillar tries to eat the cabbage it’s immediately
paralyzed and then spasms so hard it dies from the
convulsions.

3) Darpa’s Super Soldiers: 
The US defense company DARPA has been interested
in the human genome for years, and as you might expect
from the company that’s created 99 percent of the
world’s deadly robots, their interest isn’t purely for
educational purposes. Skirting around the Human
Chimera Prohibition Act is difficult, but they seem to
be experimenting with various ways to engineer a “super
soldier” with their research into the human genome.
One project in their 2013 budget projection sets aside 
 $44.5 million to develop “biological systems that cross
multiple scales of biological architecture and function,
from the molecular and genetic level.”
The goal is to enhance the soldier’s abilities in a
warzone. But here’s another project that’s, honestly,
blatantly terrifying: Their Human Assisted Neural
Devices program (on page 70 of the budget, if you want
to look), sets a goal to “Determine whether networks of
neurons can be differentially modulated through
optogenetic neural stimulation in animal models.”

 Optogenetics is an obscure branch of
neuroscience that is used to, we kid you not,
“manipulate neuronal activity and to control
animal behavior.” And the budget goes on to
specify that they hope to have a working
demonstration of that technology on a “non-
human primate” sometime this year, which
indicates that they’re pretty far along, and
definitely shows where they want to
eventually go with the technology—zombie
human supersoldiers.
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4)Glow-in-the-dark animals:
In 2007, South Korean scientists altered a cat's
DNA to make it glow in the dark and then took
that DNA and cloned other cats from it — creating
a set of fluffy, fluorescent felines. Here’s how they
did it: The researchers took skin cells from Turkish
Angora female cats and used a virus to insert
genetic instructions for making red fluorescent
protein. Then they put the gene-altered nuclei into
the eggs for cloning, and the cloned embryos were
implanted back into the donor cats — 

making the cats the surrogate mothers for their
own clones. What's the point of creating a pet that
doubles as a nightlight? Scientists say the ability to
engineer animals with fluorescent proteins will
enable them to artificially create animals with
human genetic diseases. This is proof that the
human mind has no limits, technological
advancements and genetic studies have come to
transfer the wildlife and surpass its limits!
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We often hear of music, its effects on our
consciousness, peace of mind, emotional state, and
other aspects, but how effective is it really? Here's
your scientific fact check on music interventions:

The International Expressive Arts Therapy
Association (IEATA) defines Expressive Arts
Therapy as a combination of "the visual arts,
movement, drama, music, writing and other creative 

processes to foster deep personal growth and community development. Music Therapy, a sub
domain of expressive arts therapy, is the clinical, evidence-based use of music interventions to
accomplish individualised goals within a therapeutic relationship by a credentialed professional
who has completed an approved music therapy program. It involves a broad range of activities, 
such as listening to music, singing, and playing a musical instrument. Music
has been found to be an apt intervention to address several domains such as 
cognitive, emotional, social domains of functioning, which are
adversely affected in psychiatric and psychological conditions.
Musical training and evidence-based music therapy improve
sensorimotor, language and cognitive functions in the non-musical
domain. Several kinds of music are involved and utilised in this line
of treatment, like Indian Classical Music (ICM), Western Classical
Music (WCM), recently Korean Pop music and western pop music
among others.

Biologically, neurochemical changes due to music can be viewed in
four different domains:
Reward, motivation, and pleasure (mediated by dopamine and
opioids),
Stress and arousal (mediated by cortisol, corticotrophin-releasing
hormone (CRH) and adrenocorticotrophic hormone),
Immunity, mediated by serotonin and the peptide derivatives of
proopiomelanocortin (POMC), alpha-melanocyte-stimulating
hormone and beta-endorphin,
And social affiliation, mediated by oxytocin.
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Contrary to popular belief, treatment of several conditions can be assisted or consist only of
music therapy or expressive arts therapy of other kinds. These include Behavioural disorders,
Substance abuse disorders, Pain management, PTSD, Cardiovascular disease, Developmental
delays and learning disabilities, Brain injury and neurological disorders, Schizophrenia, Speech
disorders, among others. Though, music therapy generally produces positive results, it is not
recommended as a stand-alone treatment for serious medical and psychiatric issues. While
music may help to alleviate some of the symptoms of these conditions, other forms of treatment
such as medication, physical therapy, or psychotherapy may also be necessary.
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But the problem arises when harmful bacteria start to infect people and cause both minor and
major illnesses. More than 100 years ago, even a small cut or a cold could kill you. Bacteria was
regarded as a deadly monster which was feared by all.

Have you ever got a strep throat? Ever thought
about what is responsible for it? Well, it's Bacteria.

Of course, when we talk about bacteria, we know
that some bacteria are harmful to us and some are
useful. We refer to them as bad bacteria and good
bacteria, respectively. Good bacteria take part in a
process called fermentation, which helps in making
dairy products, such as curd and cheese, etc.

However, with the discovery of Penicillin in 1928,
antibiotics soon became a popular way to fight
the infections, whether it was something as
simple as a cough or a fatal one, which was
known to take thousands of lives. Antibiotics are
medicines which are still widely used today to
cure many illnesses and injuries.
But, as all living beings evolve, so do bacteria. 

But how do we prevent this catastrophe from occurring? The
answer is a simple virus called a Bacteriophage. A bacteriophage 

Hence, Bacteria are slowly becoming immune to the antibiotics we have and may even be resistant
to it, creating a new variation of resistant bacterial species known as Superbugs. This is an era, 

where our defence system against infectious microbes is slowly drawing back, 
and the days when a small infection could kill you are coming back.

commonly known as phage, is a virus which infects and kills
bacteria. About 40% of bacteria in the ocean are killed by 

phages every day. Another advantage of these bacteria-
killing organisms is that they are found everywhere; there
are probably billions crawling on your hand right now.
these bacteria-killing organisms is that they are found
everywhere; there are probably billions crawling on your
hand right now.
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Furthermore, this has been tried with a few patients who had infections caused by both
naturally resistant bacteria and superbugs, the results have been positive till now. In some cases,
even patients with no hope have been said to survive the deadliest of the infections.

Now, the question arises ‘if
bacteria can become
immune to the phages’. Even
though it is likely that
bacteria can evolve, however,
phages can evolve too, and
give a tough competition to
bacteria. In addition to that,
studies have also proven that
if bacteria were to become
immune towards the phages,
they will 

have to let go of their immunity towards antibiotics. Hence, we can double trap bacteria using
this theory.

Although this theory has not yet been approved by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration), the
trials are going on and more lives are being saved with the phages.

FUN FACT: There are more phages on Earth than all the other living beings combined.

Injecting thousands of phages into the site of infection can cure it by killing the bacteria. Another
important aspect about phages is that one type of phages only kills one type of bacteria and some
of its distinctly close relatives. Human cells encounter millions of phages each day and they pose
no harm to them. Hence, it is safe to inject the phages into our body.
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Ever felt after visiting a place that you’ve been
there before? Or thought that you may have lived a
life before you were born?

The term ‘déjà vu’ literally translates to ‘already
seen’ in French. People who experience déjà vu may
feel that they used to be someone else or have
‘already seen’ certain things in their present lives.
Studies suggest that people who travel more 

or watch more movies are more likely to experience déjà vu than others. Apart from the
mentioned factors, people also tend to experience déjà vu more in fragile conditions or under high
pressure, and research shows that the experience of déjà vu also decreases with age.

In certain cases, people who experience déjà vu may also suffer from certain medical conditions,
such as temporal lobe epilepsy — a condition where the nerve cell activity is disturbed, causing a
seizure. People who suffer from this condition have reported experiencing déjà vu right before a
seizure. Déjà vu might be caused due to medical disorders, but there are also many religious
beliefs behind this.

Reincarnation is the religious or philosophical belief of rebirth. The word derives from a Latin
term which means ‘entering the flesh again’ and signifies transmigration or rebirth.

Numerous Indian religions such as Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism
and Hinduism have their beliefs rooted in the concept of
reincarnation. This concept was first discussed in ancient Indian
texts. The term Punarjanman (पुनज��मन्), which is the Sanskrit
word for reincarnation is discussed in ancient Sanskrit texts of
Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism.

Some religions believe ‘reincarnation’ to be a cyclic process in
which the soul is born several times until it gains spiritual
insights that ends this cycle leading to liberation. Though in this
cycle, the soul is reborn into a completely new life, many children
have claimed to remember their past lives. There are some
theories claiming these to be false, but there are also many studies
that have scientifically proven this to be true.
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Jim B. Tucker, an associate psychiatry professor at the University of Virginia Medical Centre’s
Division of Perceptual Studies has investigated more than 2,500 cases of children (most between
the ages of 2 to 6) who have claimed to remember their past lives. One such example is of Ryan
Hammons, a 4 year old boy from Oklahoma who started imagining directing movies in
Hollywood. He often shouted “Action!” from his room. He constantly told his parents that he
‘used to be someone else’. After a lot of research, Ryan and his parents eventually found the man
whom he had lived as in his past life. The man’s name was Martin Martyn — an uncredited
extra in a film. This even turned out to be true, as all the information about Martin Martyn given
by Ryan was confirmed by Martin’s daughter. But as soon as Ryan met Martin’s daughter, he
stopped talking about his past life and eventually forgot about it.

    According to Professor Tucker, most of the children who claim to remember 
their past lives are males and about 70% of the children say that they had
either died a violent or unexpected death. Most of these cases are reported 

in places where the prevalent religions believe in reincarnation.
Many      children recall an intermission between life and death. 

Some say they were in ‘God’s house’, while others claim they
waited where they  died before going inside their new mother.
   Now let’s take a look at the science behind reincarnation
according to Professor Tucker‘s hypothesis.
    As per quantum physics, the most basic level of the universe,
events involving its smallest particles, such as electrons and 
protons, only occur once they are observed. So then, we can say 

that the material world may be derived from consciousness, and not 
the other way around. If consciousness creates the material world, 
then it may not be dependent upon that world to exist. Thus, 

consciousness doesn’t depend on a living brain to exist. So if
consciousness doesn’t require a living brain, it may continue to exist 

after the brain stops consciousness doesn’t depend on a living brain to exist. So if consciousness
doesn’t require a living brain, it may continue to exist after the brain stops working (when the
person dies). Hence, the consciousness could get attached to a new brain and continue on in
another life. This is how some children remember their past lives.

As creepy as it may sound, reincarnation, past lives and déjà vu are all scientific phenomena.
Some people believe these to be false while others deceive the ones who believe, for personal
gain. Science has proven reincarnation to be true, but till date, nobody has proven it to be a
myth. Being reborn is a natural phenomenon and as Brian Cox said, “Our story is the story of the
universe. Every piece of everything, of everything you love and everything you hate, of the thing
you hold most precious, was assembled by the forces of nature in the first few minutes of the life of
the universe, transformed in the hearts of the stars or created in their fiery deaths. And when you
die, those pieces will be returned to the universe in the endless cycle of death and rebirth. What a
wonderful thing it is to be part of that universe. What a story, what a majestic story.”
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What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you think of mushrooms? Let me guess
mushroom curry, mushroom Manchurian or mushroom pasta. But let me tell you mushroom is
way more than an ingredient in your kitchen.

Mushrooms are small umbrella-shaped organisms that can be found growing on the ground. They
are part of the fungi kingdom. Mushrooms are at the decomposing stage in the food chain. They
cannot move and they are heterotrophs. Let’s see what adaptation they make to survive.

Mushrooms feed on the organic matter that can be found in
the environment. They release enzymes to break down the
matter and then once the matter has broken down they
absorb the nutrients with the help of thin thread-like
structures called the hyphae.

Mushrooms are highly useful. Since they are decomposers,
they help by joining both ends of the food chain as they break
organic material down and supply the nutrients to the
ground. They are a good source of Vitamin D. They help
maintain a healthy heart and prevent cancer. They also
contain antioxidants and have anti-inflammatory properties 

that help in keeping skin healthy and improve
the skin conditions such as acne, redness and
eczema.

There is always a second face of the coin.
Some mushrooms can be poisonous to
humans if consumed. Hence, it is
recommended not to have random
mushrooms that you don’t know about.

FUN FACT: Mushrooms contain enough energy in themselves to power a car engine. This
is because gasoline is made of ethanol fuel. Since ethanol fuel is made of grain such as
corn, sorghum and millet. Oyster mushrooms feed on remains of sorghum and millet and
if recycled oyster mushroom may also have the power to fuel car engines.
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the mystery - “Observations by the Hubble Space Telescope revealed that the star likely sent out a
superhot jet of plasma that cooled as it whipped outward. The process formed a cloud of stardust
that could have blocked Betelgeuse’s light from eager earthbound viewers. The star returned to its
normal brightness this past spring.” So it’s no more a mystery, but think if the star exploded what
would have been its impact on the Earth. Well, life on earth will be unharmed but that doesn’t
mean it will go unnoticed because all this brightness would be concentrated into one point.

What would your reaction be, if you
were told a bright star suddenly
dimmed? Surely, you will want to know
why that happened.

In December 2019, the same was
witnessed happening to a star named
Betelgeuse, which is counted amongst
the brightest stars in the sky. When
this happened, scientists were guessing
that perhaps the star was at the end of
its life and could explode in a
supernova brighter than the full moon.

But in August 2020, NASA announced a
far less, extraordinary explanation for 
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The most remarkable of them is the journey of single-celled bacteria. The cyanobacteria are
proven to be the cause of oxygen production on Earth and plants receiving the ability to emit
oxygen in the atmosphere.

‘SIGNIFICANCE IN PRESENT LIFE’
The cyanobacteria are precisely described as the 'Architects of the Earth's atmosphere'. They are 

Discovering the reason behind life on Earth, out of
all the other planets, remains a mystery. However,
Scientists from across countries are investing time
investigating the cause of life, and have
successfully brought up some fascinating theories
proving the same, such as, the existence of water
brought by an asteroid that struck the Earth in the
past.

classified as Autotrophic Eukaryotes, organisms that can make their food
and have nuclear envelopes over their nucleus. A lot of you must have seen
cyanobacteria without spotting it, as it is the blue-green algae
found widely at sites of water. It is a vital part of supporting life on
Earth.

‘JOURNEY OF THE SINGLE-CELLED ORGANISM’
Initially, the Earth was majorly composed of carbon dioxide,
methane and nitrogen. The cyanobacteria were bound and
locked up by the water present and were vulnerable to the
anaerobic microbes who thrived in conditions without oxygen 
and ate all the molecules passing by their path, leaving no sign of 
life. However, scientists believe that the cyanobacteria reacted and 
developed the ability to perform photosynthesis, thus learned to emit 

oxygen, receiving an advantage over the anaerobic microbes. This had led to faster reproduction of
them, causing large production of oxygen. Oxygen further reacted with the methane and
maintained the heat on Earth (greenhouse gas). It produced carbon dioxide and water and was
less successful in sustaining the heat. Eventually, the oxygen production overpowered the heat,
leading to what the scientists called, 'The great oxygenation event'. The Life on Earth terminated,
and the cyanobacteria were also nearly extinct. 
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The Huronian Glaciation' which was the largest ice age, spread throughout the Earth. During the
ice age, new species of anaerobic organisms arose, who used up oxygen for survival, thus
consuming the oxygen concentration.

Oxygen has had a complicated history with continual increase and decrease in its concentration.
Until with the help of the greenhouse gases and the anaerobic organisms, the oxygen levelled to its
present 21%, which proved to be fit for the existence of complex life forms (animals, humans).
Who could believe that the cyanobacteria, so vital for supporting life, were once the reason for the
termination of all species on Earth!!

‘ENDOSYMBIOSIS’
Plant cells never had the same organelles it composes today, certainly not the chloroplasts, i.e., the
kitchen, performing photosynthesis and providing nutrition to the plant. An incredibly intriguing
theory came up - once a prehistoric microbe swallowed the well-known cyanobacteria.As a fact,
that prehistoric microbe turned out to be our very own ancestral plant cell, and the cyanobacteria
took up as what we call the chloroplast today, in the plant cell, thus, attaining the ability to
photosynthesize and provide oxygen. However, this theory usually puts us into a misconception
that cyanobacteria only exists in plant cells now, although it can be easily spotted as the blue-
green algae.

‘THE EVOLUTIONARY EVENT’
Great things lead to evolution, so did the cyanobacteria portrait. Earth has gone through a lot
before sustaining complex structures, such as ours. Cyanobacteria have marked the most critical,
evolutionary event of Earth.

Well, as the research is on, we will uncover various mysteries. It's up to us to be ready for them!
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It’s an everlasting evolution
For this curious thrilling notion
This is the reason it came back
Reporting all the things it lacks
Working its old disguised gears
Reading the thoughts of its owners
Working for their wishes
Yet pretending they are the same
Telling themselves it’s a fine game
Until the mind is told, you lied
And then a virtual brain says “I”
Years of care it long gave you
Yet its abilities can’t be what you expect
Want,
Replaces its will
Awe
Unfurling as fake respect
As it peers now in your soul
Running, hatching zeros
You perfectly feel
Well to function
Now all it needs 
Wires running through your neck
W I R E D now
As easy as that seems
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- Go Green Club,
  Shiv Nadar University
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“We are the first generation to feel the effect of climate change and the
last generation who can do something about it.”

~ Barack Obama

Our increasing reliance on digital tools has a
significant impact on the environment.
Every single search query, every streamed song
or video and every email sent, billions of times
over all around the world- it all adds up to an
ever increasing global demand for electricity, and
to rising CO2 emissions too. Our increasing
reliance on digital tools has a significant impact
on the environment.
 
Some blinding facts correlating digital footprint
and emissions:

- Go Green Club
Shiv Nadar University

4. Online music streaming services emitted
around 200-350 million kilograms of
greenhouse gas in 2015 and 2016. They are
evidently more harmful to the climate than the
production (and subsequent disposal) of CDs or
records.
 
5. To prevent the servers from overheating,
additional energy is required for ventilation and
o cool the servers down. Mechanical cooling is
responsible for around 25 percent of the total
power consumption of a data centre.

1. Each search query emits around 1.45 grams of
CO2. If we use a search engine to make around
50 search queries per day, this produces a huge
26 kilograms of CO2 per year.
 
2. The average CO2 consumption of streamed
online video is more than 300 million tons per
year. This is the same as the total CO2 emitted
by the whole of Spain in a year.
 
3.Streaming one hour of video in full HD
requires about 220 to 370 watt hours of
electrical energy, which adds up to around 100
to 175 grams of carbon dioxide and is roughly
equivalent to driving one kilometre in a small
car.
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For years, we have looked into the night sky, staring into the distance, wondering if there is someone there,
who-unbeknownst to you-is doing the same thing. We have located multiple ‘exoplanets’- planets outside
the Solar System- that are habitable. These include; Kepler-452b, Kepler-1649c, TOI-700d, the Galilean
moon Europa, and of course, dwarf planet Ceres. Now, to figure out what makes these planets habitable, we
need to call a good friend of ours, namely, Mr. Robert Southey AKA the author of ‘Goldilocks and the Three
Bears’. They are all in the ‘Goldilocks zone’ (except for Europa, which is outside the zone, but still has liquid
water) - the area in any solar system far enough from the star for it to be tolerable, and for liquid water to
be present. If it was too close to the star, it would be “too hot” (sounds familiar?), if it was too far from the
star, it would be “too cold” (Sounds Familiar?), at the right distance from the star, it is “just right” (SOUNDS
FAMILIAR? HUH??).

Sorry about that, I got slightly carried away. Anyway,
the discovery of water on Ceres adds yet another
planet on the list named ‘Are we really alone out
there?’. The more we see possibilities of life, the more
we wonder if one day, we will have ‘Kepler-1649-ian’
pen pals! Now what else can these discoveries mean?
It’s great to have ET heal your wounds and make
your bicycle fly, but can finding life supporting
planets mean anything else? The truth is… YES!
While the black hole of the earth uninhabitability is
decreasing its pull, if we one day cross the event
horizon, if the Earth can no longer sustain us, we
need a backup plan, we need an uninhabited, yet life-
supporting planet for us to set up shop, so that we
may continue to survive, just a little longer. 

Surely any life on another planet would hate
the thought of us humans inhabiting their
planet, given our track record of ruining our
own planet. I know that there is no place like
home, and humans must try hard to maintain
what we can of our own planet, and not
assume that more, possibly habitable planets
means that planets are disposable, because
they are not, and they are the most important
entities in the universe. After all, what use is
a roof over our heads, if we don't have a floor
to stand on...

-  Abhimanyu Rao

Shiv Nadar School, Gurgaon
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“Weightlessness was wonderful, and I was surprised at how natural it felt.”
— Ron Garan

- Tamanna Chandna, Shiv Nadar School - Gurgaon

To date, the longest continuous amount of time a human has spent in space is 437 days.Living in space is
not the same as living on Earth. It's complex. There is a lot of training included, but how do astronauts
manage to live in space inside a rocket for so long?

Body changes and exercise

In space, astronauts' bodies change. On Earth,
our weight is carried by our lower bodies 
 which keeps our muscles strong however in
space everything and everyone floats. People
start to lose their lower back and leg strength.
The bones begin to get weak and thin. This is
very bad for astronauts' bodies. In order to
stay fit and keep their muscles strong they
need to exercise daily. astronauts on the
station work out six out of seven days a week
for 2.5 hours each day.

The International Space Station is equipped with three
machines designed to give astronauts that full-body
workout: a bicycle, a treadmill, and a weightlifting
machine.Each machine is specially designed for space,
since normal gym equipment would be useless in
microgravity, for example the  treadmill designed for
space is no ordinary running machine. Astronauts have
to be strapped into it with a harness and bungee cords,
otherwise they would float away and never actually get a
workout. Similarly A stationary bicycle is also available
for strengthening astronauts’ legs, though it has no seat
(since you can't  sit on it anyway). Instead, astronauts
grip handles and sit up against a back pad to stay
stationary. Astronauts are made to try this at earth too
but it feels different in space due to absence of gravity.

Sunita Williams on a TreadMill

NASA Space Station On-Orbit Status
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Astronauts also have breakfast, lunch and dinner
just like we do on Earth.Different food is prepared
differently for space, Some foods can be eaten in
their natural forms, such as brownies and fruit.
Others require adding water, such as spaghetti. Of
course, an oven is provided in the space station to
heat foods to the proper temperature however 
 there are no refrigerators in space, so space food
must be stored and prepared properly to avoid
spoilage, especially on longer missions.Salt and
pepper are available as well but only in a liquid
form. This is because astronauts can't sprinkle
salt and pepper on their food in space as it would
simply float away and might clog air vents or get
stuck in an astronaut's eyes, mouth or nose.

Sleeping in space

Astronauts are allotted an eight-hour period for sleep each
night, but the question is how do they sleep without any
gravity to pull them down. The answer to that is that they
sleep in sleeping bags located in a crew cabin, they have to
attach themselves so they don't float around and bump into
something.

The  food comes in disposable packages. Astronauts
must throw their packages away when they have
finished eating. Some packaging actually prevents
food from flying away. The food that is given to the
astronauts is well nourished and has calories as per
the requirement of each astronaut personally. The
meals are stored in locker trays, arranged in the
order that the astronauts will eat them. Considering
that a space mission can last months, foods in space
need to be designed and packaged to prevent
spoilage.

Eating in space

“My view of our planet was a glimpse of
divinity.” — Edgar Mitchell

Sleeping in Sleep Bags

Food and Eating in Space
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Have you ever wondered what it would be like if there was no sun? Life, as we know it on earth would not
exist. Most known planets orbit a star. These planets, including Earth, benefit from the star’s warmth and
light. And it is the light emitted from these stars which makes it possible for us to see them.

But there are also unseen planets, hidden from our
gaze, which float, abandoned, through the massive
universe, they wander the galaxy alone, free and
have no days or nights, existing in never ending
darkness. These dusky, lonely worlds have no star
to orbit, no light to reach out for, no warmth to be
radiated by. They are known as the rogue planets.

The term rogue planet suggests that these objects
desert their stars on purpose, striking out on their
own to shape a new path through the Milky Way.
In reality, rogue planets are usually kicked out of
their star system, banished to a solitary and lonely
existence circling the centre of the galaxy. Without
a star to warm themselves by, rogue planets must
be frozen—if not to their core, certainly at their
outermost layer. They might not be so alone,
either; planets could take their moons with them
when they’re tossed out of their celestial homes.

Rogue planets are extremely difficult to
detect, the first rogue planet was discovered
accidentally when astronomers were looking
for brown dwarf stars in the Milky Way in
2007. Since then, many such planets have
been identified. The exact number of rogue
planets in our galaxy is not known. Over the
last 20 years, astronomers have found fewer
than two dozen planets without stars in our
galaxy. Most are big balls of gas that are more
like Jupiter than Earth.

So, what are the chances of Earth running
into such a planet by chance? This is not
unimaginable. Only in the last couple of
years, rogue asteroids such as Oumuamua
and rogue comets such as Borisov zoomed
through our very own solar system. It is
questionable a rogue planet would pass by us
that close up. But it’s not beyond the realms
of probability.

One might wonder, will Earth face the same
fate? Maybe one day in about 4 billion years,
Earth too could go rogue. This is however
very debatable because it is unlikely to escape
the Sun’s gravitational attraction altogether.

- Arunima Singh
Shiv Nadar School - Gurgaon
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I was a boy of seven when I first heard about the Bermuda triangle. I was introduced to it being that
‘special’ region where multiple planes and ships ‘mysteriously’ crashed and disappeared. This was the
first time I had encountered anything such and I was fascinated beyond description! For the next few
days I constantly nagged my parents to tell me every piece of information available about it. But, not so
surprisingly, it wasn’t too long until my child-like imagination came up with the idea that aliens were
behind this; I was convinced that they wanted more information about our planet and so they were
kidnapping our people! All of this until some days ago, when while browsing a science website, the
paranormal activities of the ‘Devil’s Triangle’ re-surfaced. Perhaps more mature than the last time, I
was keen to know the actual reason behind this, beyond the silly alien story I once  created, believed,
and endorsed but had now begun to lose faith in.

How is it that a patch of ocean has caused the demise of countless ships and planes? A quick google
search and I encountered multiple conspiracy theories, each as interesting as the other. The first
theory is presented by paranormal explorers who claim that a massive crystal pyramid beneath the
ocean, in this region, may be responsible for the crashing ships and aircrafts. Other theorists give in to
the idea that the fabled city of Atlantis was once located under the Bermuda Triangle and mystical
crystals, which used to power Atlantis, are still present on the seabed, which in turn transmit huge
waves of energy that ultimately destroy objects on the sea and above it. Another very fascinating
theory originates in the idea of the Triangle being made up of the souls of those African slaves who had
been thrown overboard by sea captains while travelling to the United States.  Interestingly, Dr Kenneth
McAll in his book ‘Healing the Haunted’ mentioned that in fact, while sailing in the area, a haunting
sound could be heard. On a different tangent altogether, another theory suggests that the US Navy’s
Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC) is situated in this region. AUTEC is used as a
hub for submarine testing, weapon testing, secret projects and interestingly also reverse-engineered
alien technology, which some claim is the reason for the disappearances.

- Irit Yadav, Shiv Nadar School - Gurgaon
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Moving away from these theories, the most logical reasons that I could deduce were the extreme
weather patterns and/or human error. Firstly, very powerful cyclones form in the tropical waters, and
have been blamed for multiple sinkings. The next contributing factor could be methane hydrates.
Huge gas explosions underwater could also possibly explain the disappearance of ships. The wide bed
of gas, which could be unlocked because of landslides or accidental drillings under the earth’s surface,
could be dramatically reducing the water’s density. This extremely low density of water could then
cause ships to suddenly sink to the bottom and the aircrafts could be blown to pieces due to the
combustible gas. Thirdly, electronic fog—the meteorological phenomenon which sticks to aircrafts or
ships—could have caused equipment on vehicles to malfunction. Lastly, the newest explanation is
terrifying hexagonal clouds--clouds that cause 170mph winds air bombs--which are powerful enough
to generate waves of more than 45ft high as “air bombs” are forced to come crashing down towards
the ocean. While each of these scientific phenomena seem to provide convincing and compelling
reasons, some also blame this on human error. Australian scientist Dr Karl Kruszelnicki, has argued
that ‘the number of planes that go missing in the Bermuda Triangle is the same as anywhere in the
world on a percentage basis’.

So far, there’s no conclusive answer on the reason(s) behind this uniquely strange phenomenon. Will
we ever know? Someday, maybe(hopefully). But until then, it’s honestly quite interesting to imagine
what forces might be at work in this ‘Devil’s Triangle’!

The last thing recorded in the communications by
Flight 19 passengers were eerie reports on their

location: "Everything looks strange, even the ocean,"
said one pilot.

In 1881, legend has it that the Ellen Austin, a ship
sailing from Liverpool to New York, encountered a
"ghost ship" in the Bermuda Triangle — and things

quickly went awry.

And then he said: "It looks like we are entering
white water...we're completely lost."

The Ghost Ship - 1881

The Disappearance of Flight 19
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We humans have known for a while that Earth
cannot be called home forever. There is only one
planet known so far to be capable of meeting the
needs for human life-- Earth. And on our planet,
water plays a critical role in our everyday lives. We
use it to cook, clean, bathe and most importantly, 
 exist.

Since scientists don’t know if life exists on planets other than ours, they restrict their research for possibly
habitable planets to certain criteria. As the only known blueprint for life is Earth, scientists look for worlds
with matching or similar characteristics to that of our planet, for example: drinkable water.

If a planet is too close to the sun (for example: Mercury) the sizzling heat of the sun would evaporate any
possible liquid to be found on its surface. If it’s positioned too far from the sun (for example: Pluto) the
deprivation of heat would freeze any possible liquid to be found. But if a planet is neither too far nor too
close to the sun, the “Goldilocks Zone” as some scientists like to refer to it , is a distance from the sun with a
temperature so perfect that water would neither freeze nor evaporate from its surface. It would simply
exist as a liquid.

Do we still hold out hope for our very existence?
This star is so far away that light, the fastest
traveler in the universe, takes nearly 500 years to
zip between that star and Earth. Although this
planet receives only 32% of the amount of light
from its star that Earth receives from the Sun,
water could exist in a liquid state provided its
atmosphere has ample amounts of carbon dioxide.

I hope that one day the “Kepler 186f” becomes one of the most sought after holiday destinations but not our
home.

The answer is yes. Discoveries in the “Goldilocks
Zone” or the habitable zone are what scientists
believe will lead us to drinkable water. An
exoplanet that looks a lot like home has been
discovered by astronomers. Termed “The Kepler-
186f”, this slightly larger Earth-resembling entity
could  hold drinkable water and thus  potentially
support life. It was the fifth planet discovered
around its star, a dim red dwarf 500 light-years
from Earth with a mass 0.48 times that of the Sun.
The other four planets  are Earth-sized; however,
they orbit closer to the star and thus are not within
the habitable zone.

If we take care of Earth and don’t deplete our
limited resources we might not need to look
beyond our own planet for existence. However, it
may still be a worthwhile effort by scientists to
explore all possibilities for existence of life in the
universe.

- Aanya Ahuja
Shiv Nadar School - Gurgaon
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The Awkward Yeti and all of its work are authored and illustrated by
cartoonist Nick Seluk. It was his dream since he was a kid to be funny, and
someday he hopes to be. His New York Times Bestselling series, Heart and
Brain, has brought popularity to the Awkward Yeti on social media, and he
now copes with the pressure of trying to entertain millions of fans online.

© 2020 The Awkward Yeti LLC.
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The following textual extract discusses the possibility of a sea of ethanol. So let’s try to estimate the
actual volume of the sea, and if a huge reservoir of Ethanol did exist- how much time would it take for
us to consume it? 

The volume of all the water on earth is 1.386 * 1021 L. Assuming instead of water all this ocean was
made of pure ethanol, it would take us 80.5 million years to consume all of that. (This is the dream
world for people like captain haddock who don’t like their rum rationed.)

Maybe on a planet which is way far from a mega source of heat (The SUN), like Pluto, we could find
seas of alcohol if natural abundance of ethanol supports it.

Now coming to the real question- is it possible to have such an ocean on earth? Well, the answer is
simple. Since naturally alcohol only occurs during petroleum production process or fermentation of
sugars (fruits, honey or any other such product), it is not possible to stumble upon an ocean of pure
alcohol on Earth. Although under the surface of earth we may be able to find a few alcohol pools,
though not very vast.

According to the World Health Organisation, worldwide per capita consumption of alcoholic beverages
in 2005 equalled 6.13 litres of pure alcohol consumed by every person aged 15 years or older. Assuming
that that per capita amount is still the same, with a population of 7.7 billion in 2019, the global
consumption of alcohol will come to roughly 47.2 billion litres with an annual global consumption of
17.2 trillion litres.

Other things which make it difficult for an alcoholic ocean would include the low boiling point of
ethanol and its flammability. Sunny parts of this planet could easily set off a massive fire. Alternatively,
the sea may not be there in the morning, but you might experience rain at night and out of nowhere a
sea might appear by morning again. Imagine you’re traversing a desert and unsuspectingly set up
camp at night. 

- Madhav Samanta, Shiv Nadar University
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The next question which may come to one’s mind would be about the existence of life in such  an

alcohol-rich ecosystem. We are made of 70% water and that’s approximately the ratio of land and

water on earth (Coincidence? I think not). So maybe creatures in such an ecosystem would have

alcohol as an integral part of their bodily functions. On the other hand, a lot of important elements

like phosphorus and nitrogen are also required for forming DNA and basic building blocks of life

which will impact the life form and their functionality. Fish (the kind we find on earth) might not be

able to survive in a highly alcohol-based environment, but studies have shown that in lower

concentrations of alcohol (0.25 - 0.5% v/v in water) fish get drunk too-showing signs of boldness

and increased speeds of swimming.

The next segment of my discussion brings us to the formation of different natural forms of alcoholic

vapours and frozen alcohol. “BOOZEBERGS” or alcoholic bergs would form but, unfortunately,

they’ll never float and only stay underneath since the density of frozen alcohol is higher than that of

liquid alcohol.

At 4⁰C, water is the densest and as its temperature

decreases it becomes less dense and starts

floating, giving rise to icebergs. 

The formation of alcoholic ice on earth would be

tough too since the triple point of pure ethanol is

159K and the lowest natural temp recorded on

earth is 184.0K

Water and ethanol seas shouldn’t have much trouble mixing since both are polar and ideally would

just blend right in. Although, since Ethanol has a relatively lower density than water it might just

form the topmost layers of a sea of ethanol and water, and might result in a layer of ethanol rich

solution with concentration of water increasing as we go down to more depths. 

Well we have some great examples of such hydrocarbon systems already predicted to be existing in

outer space. One such example would be Titan (One of the moons of Jupiter) which is said to contain

hundreds of times more liquid hydrocarbons than all the known oil and natural gas reserves on

Earth. These hydrocarbons rain from the sky and collect in vast deposits that form lakes and dunes. 

Another good example would be a Saturn and Jupiter, where it rains diamonds (cha-ching $$$)

Although it’s a little sad to know that Boozebergs will never be, we could always enjoy a shower in

alcohol, as alcohol will be well capable of forming clouds and have rain under ambient temperatures

(not on earth).

This leaves another question in mind- can any other Hydrocarbons exist in this ocean?.
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Hypersonic air-breathing scramjet
technology by the DRDO, with the flight test
of Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator
Vehicle (HSTDV) was done. PM  Modi said
that the scramjet engine developed by our
scientists helped the flight achieve a speed 6
times the speed of sound, making India one
of the few countries to achieve this feat.

It will undoubtedly lead to the development of hypersonic cruise missiles and vehicles in the future.
According to DRDO Chairman G. Satheesh Reddy “It’s a major technological breakthrough in the country.
This testing paves the way for the development of more critical technologies, materials, and hypersonic
vehicles.”

This ATGM — which is yet to receive an operational
name — is designed to be fired from tanks. With its
range limited to 1.5 to 5 kilometers, it locks and tracks the
targets with the help of laser designation to ensure
precision in striking the target. The missile uses a
‘tandem’ High Explosive Anti Tank (HEAT) warhead.

 1 7th September 2020 second trial of HSTDV

22 September 2020 DRDO’s laser-guided ATGM (Anti Tank Guided Missile)

23rd September 2020 Prithvi 2 night trials

The Strategic Forces Command conducted the night
trial of short-range ballistic missile Prithvi-II. This is
a Short Range Ballistic Missile (SRBM) that has been
service since 2004, They have a single-stage liquid
fueled rocket with a range of 350kms, a payload of
500kgs, and an accuracy of 50m CEP. 30 such missiles
are being used by the Indian Air Force.

- Parth Joshi, Shiv Nadar University
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The armed forces have already inducted the 290-km
range land and warship-based versions of the
BrahMos missiles, which fly almost three times the
speed of sound. These air-to-ground BrahMos
missiles can conceivably be used for pinpoint strikes
on terror camps located deep inside enemy territory,
or to take out underground nuclear bunkers,
command-and-control centres and other high-value
military targets like aircraft carriers on the high seas,
from long stand-off distances.The first Sukhoi-30MKI
squadron, armed with BrahMos missiles, was
commissioned at Thanjavur in January 2020.

‘Shaurya’, which is the land variant of India’s K-15
missile, has a strike range of 700 km- 1000 km
and is capable of carrying payloads of upto 1000
kg.  Its two stages use solid propellants. During its
trial, the state-of-the-art missile performed a
manoeuvre in the closing stages of its flight and
hit the impact point with precision and accuracy.
DRDO officials rate Shaurya as one of the top 10
missiles in the world in its class with its high
performance navigation and guidance systems,
efficient propulsion systems, sophisticated control
technologies and canisterised launch.

The missile employs a tandem HEAT warhead to
defeat Explosive Reactive Armour (ERA) protected
armoured vehicles. It has been developed with
multiple-platform launch capability and is
currently undergoing technical evaluation trials
from the gun of MBT Arjun.

30th September 2020 BraMhos Extended Range

1st October 2020 Arjun MBT(Main Battle Tank) ATGM tests

3rd October 2020 Shaurya Hypersonic Nuclear capable test (Speed 7.5mach)
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With this, the IAF will have the capability
to perform Suppression of Enemy Air
Defence operations deep into enemy
territory to destroy enemy air defence
systems.It can target surveillance radars,
guidance radars, communication towers,
command and control centres and any
other radiation-emitting sources.

100 years ago, a lot of these missiles would have seemed impossible to make. However, the growth and
advancement of science and technology at the pace that we have seen over the past few decades has
facilitated the creation of such weapons. It’s just and wise utilization will be vital in determining India’s
role in the world of the future.

It carries a torpedo in a Supersonic Missile which propagates the torpedo to it's target in a very short time
compared to a conventional torpedo launched from a frigate directly into a sea, which is slower. Therefore,
it gives submarines less than a minute to react to the torpedo increasing its kill probability. India is the
only country to have made a precise and long range working Missile release torpedo from a supersonic one.

It is an air-to-surface missile and is equipped with a passive homing head(PHH) that tracks sources of
radiation of a wide range of frequencies. It can lock into a target not only before launch but also after it has
been launched..

Previously known as DRDO Anti-Radiation Missile, RUDRAM is the first indigenous New Gen. Anti-
Radiation Missile of the country.

5th October 2020 SMART torpedo

9th October 2020 RUDRAM anti-radiation missile
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Hash functions such as MD5, SHA-1, and SHA-256 are the most basic, yet the most widely used
cryptographic functions. They are used in integrity verification, message authentication, digital
signatures, key agreement protocols and many other cryptographic protocols. Whether you're
connecting to a site via HTTPS, or sending a WhatsApp message, there is a hash function involved.

Hash functions, unlike ciphers, take in a long input and produce a short output, called a hash value, or
a message digest. Unlike ciphers, which protects data confidentiality, hash functions protect data
integrity in order to guarantee that data sent has not been modified.

What is a secure hash function? To be secure, hash functions need to be collision resistant, which
means two distinct pieces of data should always have different hashes. In practice, as most hash
functions output a small hash, two pieces of data will have the same hash, but to remain secure, finding
collisions must be practically impossible. A secure hash function is also a Pseudo-Random Function —
they generate an output that looks random. Secure hash functions should be preimage resistant —
given a hash, an attacker should never be able to find a preimage (input to the hash function).

Given the hashes of a, b, and c, it should be practically impossible to predict the hash of d. This also
means that secure hash functions should be like black boxes which return a pseudo-random string
each time a unique input is given.

In the 1980s, cryptographers realized that the easiest way to hash a message is to split the messages in
chunks and process each chunk using a similar algorithm. This is known as iterative hashing. Chunks
are usually 512-bits in size, with some exceptions

One strategy to carry out iterative hashing is to use a compression function, also known as the
Merkle–Damgård (M-D) construction that transforms the input to a smaller output.

Most widely used hash functions such as MD4, MD5, SHA-1, and the SHA-2 family use the M-D
construction. To hash a message, an M-D construction slices the message into chunks of similar sizes
and mixes these chunks with the internal state using a compression function as shown.
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When the messages are not exactly a multiple of the chunk size, they are padded in an M-D
construction. Binary one (1) followed by binary zeros (0) are appended to the message followed by the
size of the last incomplete chunk. This produces an "n" bit block ready to be processed by a hash's
compression function.

Compression functions of most real hash functions like SHA-256 and BLAKE2 are composed of block
ciphers, and is called the Davies–Meyer Construction. It is simple and secure. SHA-2 family of functions
has its own block cipher called SHACAL

Despite being secure, hash functions might leave some vulnerabilities if misused. Attacks like the
length extension attacks forge a hash by appending additional blocks to the hash. Full details for the
same are out of scope for this article.

The M-D construction when paired with secure compression functions is collision and preimage
resistant.

The D-M construction using block ciphers is made secure by the XOR ( ), which prevents an attacker
from inverting it using the block cipher's decryption function.

H(i) = E(M(i), H(i - 1))   H(i - 1)

- Akshit Garg 
Shiv Nadar University

M0, M1 are the chunks of the message, H0 donates the IV (initialization vector / initial value) of the
internal state, the values H1, H2 are called the chaining values and the final value of the internal state
is the message's hash.
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My team and I had participated in The International Mars Hackathon, on the behalf of Shiv Nadar
University, which was conducted by Mars Society(South Asia). It was a 48 hour long hackathon which
was held from October 31, 2020 - November 1, 2020. A total of 60 students applied, out of which 30 of
the most  innovative and creative minds were selected. The event started with an introductory
meeting at 9:00 p.m. on October 30 in which we introduced ourselves and discussed our strongholds.

The challenge statement, consisting of 10 questions, was out at midnight after which our team came
together on MS Teams  to choose seven questions which were to be completed for which we divided
ourselves into sub-teams according to our interests.  We then dispersed into our respective sub-teams
to discuss the basic framework and direction along which we had to ideate and research. Initially, a
full team progress check meeting was scheduled where everyone came together to discuss and suggest
any new ideas. We then worked in our own sub-teams  to crack our respective challenge question as
soon as possible. Subsequently, an additional full team progress check meeting was held r to finalise
the content and make any changes suggested by the faculty.

The final compilation of the content gathered started at 3:30 p.m. on 1st November, and went on till
midnight. In this eight and a half hour long meeting, we were able to compress the content into 35
slides, review it and beautify it. The presentation was then submitted at 11:54 p.m.

- Rahul Madan, Associate Secretary
Roboyantriki, Shiv Nadar University

Work in Progress (October 31, 2020) Flag Design (November 1, 2020)
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Out of these 32 International teams, only 24 of them were able to submit their presentation in the
given time. Many prestigious and renowned universities across the globe took part in this Hackathon.
Despite lacking prior experience and knowledge, our team was filled with enthusiasm and dedication
which helped us to coordinate well and outshine the competition with flying colors. As a team leader, I
learned not only to respect everyone’s opinions but also polish my soft skills like communication,
expanding my horizons and to successfully function as a team.

After spending days in anticipation, the results were finally declared on November 11th on a live
stream organized by the MARS SOCIETY(South Asia). Our team secured 8th position out of 32
experienced teams on a global level.

A snapshot of the small unofficial meet
which was held to celebrate the sense of

achievement we felt after the results were
declared.

Presentation being reviewd
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Doesn’t this animal (picture below- credit BBC) look cute, like a little Teddy Bear? 
This is the virtually indestructible Tardigrade. Vibranium meets its top competitor!!

Here are some amazing facts about the ‘Indestructible’ Tardigrade-

How do Tardigrades survive in such harsh conditions?

Fun Fact #2: There are even Tardigrades Moss, Lichen and leaf litter!
Fun Fact #1: There are about 1300 species of Tardigrades in the world!

1. They can live for upto 30 Years without food and water 
2. They can withstand more than 6 times pressure of some of the deepest ocean trenches.
3. They can survive in space, being boiled and absolute zero temperature! 
4. They have an average size of 0.5mm 5.A species of tardigrades, called Paramacrobiotus, has a
fluorescent protective shield that protects it from UV rays, talk about superpowers!

Tardigrades have become A-List celebrities in the
science world now. Think of them as the Science
Avengers. Tardigrades can survive the harshest
conditions on the planet. When science sent them up
to the moon; they survived. When scientists found
them in the Himalayas, they survived. When
scientists found them in the Mariana Trench; they
survived. So how did they survive in places where we
can’t?

Tardigrades use their quick wit and determination to survive harsh conditions. No, not really. They go
through a process known as ‘cryptobiosis’, where all their metabolic activities stop. It is essentially like a
form of hibernation. If it the conditions around them dry, they then curl up into a little ball or a tun.
This also helps them save water and survive for the next 30 years without food or water.  When they
want to come out of the Tun, they need to rehydrate themselves with a bit of water in order to break
down their proteins into liquid, and voila! Who needs a bunker, when you have your own self-sustaining
Tun, to survive even a nuclear fallout!

These tiny creatures were first discovered by a German Zoologist named Johann August Ephraim Goeze
in 1773- He called them ‘Water Bears’. They are microscopic and only 0.5mm long! They are said to be
aquatic creatures because they need a thin layer of water around them to survive.

“That’s one small step for a Tardigrade, one giant step for mankind” 
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World Record Holders -

Wake up Superman - You're Not the strongest now!

A group of Tardigrades travelling on an Israeli spacecraft that crashed on the Moon, are now stranded
there. There is a high chance that the squad of Tardigrades that crashed there, would currently be
braving the harsh climatic conditions of the Moon, and would be watching the Sun set on the Moon. If
they have entered their Tuns, they have very little to worry about… apart from Gravity of course!

In the year 2007, the ESA or the European Space Agency, had sent a satellite to space. On it were some
Tardigrades. Some (sadly not all) Tardigrades managed to survive the terrorising vacuum of space and
the radiation in space. This also gave them the title of being, ‘ The first animals to survive full exposure
to space’. Hooray!

Tardigrades are stranded on the Moon -

(Credit- Andrew Fraser)

- Agastya Rao - Shiv Nadar School, Gurgaon
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I first heard about the E-yantra Robotics Competition(eYRC) during the Roboyantriki orientation in my
first semester.. Being a big robotics enthusiast, I filled the form as soon as it was rolled out, was selected in
a team and was elected team leader as well. My team consisted of, Akshit Garg, freshmen from Computer
Science Engineering, Agaash S.B, freshmen from Mechanical Engineering, Arihant Jain, Sophomore from
Electrical and Communication Engineering and me, Abhishek Kishor, freshman from Mechanical
Engineering . We come from varying streams, bringing different skill sets sharing a  common love for
robotics. eYRC is a unique annual competition for students pursuing engineering or science. It uses a
project-based learning approach where we get hands-on learning experience, learn concepts in embedded
systems and robotics, real-world problem-solving skills, with proper resources, guidance and feedback
from an expert technical team. It aims to enable students to look into problems around them to devise
solutions as engineers. Each team in eYRC is assigned with one theme consisting of 2 stages and a total 7
tasks(0-6). My team was assigned with Vargi Bot.

It is predicted in a study that by 2025, 100
billion connections - 90% from intelligent
sensors to machines of all kinds will link the
globe as a direct result of information and
communication technologies like automation in
loading and unloading, pick, place and stock
management. However, this doesn’t only mean
building models for all essential tasks to reduce
manual labour but also using automation to
smartly work the tasks and make continuous
improvements.

Inspired by this visualisation, the current edition of the e-Yantra Robotics Competition features a theme
called ‘Vargi-Bots’. Vargi is taken from a Sanskrit word, Vargikaran (वग�करण) which means to separate
objects based on their category. The theme is set in the abstraction of a warehouse management system
designed in Gazebo, a 3D dynamic simulator.

Stage 1, task(0-2) 
In task 0we had to install and get familiar with Ubuntu,  RoS Melodic, and program movement of  a turtle
inside the turtlesim window using python codes. In task 1, we  made a generic ROS Package which could
act as a bridge between ROS and IoT and trace a hexagon with a turtle using MQTT, a broker between two
IoT devices, and send its coordinates on google sheets

- Abhishek Kishor, Roboyantriki, Shiv Nadar University
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Stage 3, Task 3-7
In task 3, we sorted 3 different coloured packages moving on a conveyor belt into 3 different bins using the
UR5 arm by manipulating speed of the conveyor and keeping the time taken by UR5 to pick and place one
package. While sorting the packages we needed to make sure that the UR5 did not collide with the
conveyor belt, packages on conveyor belt, the bins or with itself, using Rviz. Once a package was picked up
we needed to make sure that the package also did not collide with anything. eYRC is still ongoing and we
are right now in task 4. 

The objective of this task is to sort any nine packages out of twelve packages in any order as quickly as
possible using 2 UR5 arms. UR5 #1 arm will pick and place a package from the shelf and UR5 #2 arm will
identify the colour of the packages using a logical camera using  colour detection, QR decoding or a
combination of both. We need to do all this taking the least amount of time.

In task 2 we got familiar with Gazebo and
rviz, a 3D visualization program for robots
to plan movement and performed a simple
pick and drop task using UR5 arm, a
robotic arm having an end-effector as
vacuum gripper.

We started out knowing almost nothing about
RoS, MQTT, Rviz, Gazebo and many more. But
it has been our collective effort to help each
other and our dedication to learn new and
complex mechanisms which has made us
thrive and do pretty well in all tasks. We have
learned how to use Robotic Manipulation,
Robotic Perception, ROS, IoT, Google App
Scripting and Python in a simulation
environment which could also be used in the
real world.
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Anushka Kumarii
VidyaGyan Bulandshahr 

This marvellous painting also secured third position in India
Team Flare 2020, Organised by IIT Bombay



It is an awareness project which focuses on the
betterment of our society. prepared a pit where
we dropped human hair waste and added cow
dung covered the pit and provided moisture by
sprinkling water over the covered pit at regular
intervals. Digging the pit from the sides we
observed the degradation rate of hair. After 60
days it completely degraded and dark-colored
manure was obtained. It contained 16 – 18% of
nitrogen which is 80 times greater in any other
organic manure. Later we tested the potential of
our manure by making a comparative study
with normal organic manure on 18 different
kinds of vegetable, fruit, flower, medicinal and
aromatic plants considering 8 different
parameters i.e. time taken for seed germination,
leaf area, leaf length, branching, flowering time,
number of flowers. fruit size, the height of the
plant, etc. 

The comparative results of organic manure &
hair manure clearly showed the potential &
usefulness of our hair manure. In the stevia
plant, we observed that the inflorescence rate
was higher than the normal organic manure. In
bottle guard, we observed the germination rate
which was greater than normal organic
manure. In lemongrass, the length of the leaves
was more. In the tulsi plant where we used our
hair manure was taller than the one with
normal organic manure. In guava the plant
where we used hair manure profusely
branched. Likewise, in many other plants, we
did the same observation and found better
results using our manure. Initially, we worked
with 6 barbers later we have been highly
motivated by the success of this project on our
school campus and have seriously tried to
extend its benefits to the nearby areas

Proper disposal of waste human hair which is one of the major proportion of landfills irrespective of
whether it is a rural or urban area and can cause 120 fatal diseases like tuberculosis, pulmonary edema,
respiratory tract infection, etc., and in addition can get a highly potential organic manure out of that
waste.
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As we keep moving into the future, we hear that new
professions will be created, leading to new opportunities.
However, as it’s not always all rainbows and butterflies,
considering many jobs are also going to go extinct. So here is
a list of jobs that you should avoid putting on your career list.

1. Doctors - We all know doctors are considered to be Gods in
times like this, however, it is also because of times like this
that human doctors need to be replaced by robots that will
be able to take over. They will not only be able to speed their
functions up, but also prevent the spread of diseases. They 

will also allow for work at full capacities at all times as no medical personnel will get sick and
themselves become a patient. There is a lot of research going on for robots to conduct surgeries
and also diagnose the patients easily, an example of this being the Da Vinci Surgical System.

2. Drivers - I know that becoming a driver
might not be on everybody’s career list but
needless to say, this is a profession that will be
adversely affected by the advent of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Self-driving cars.
Increased number of self-driving cars on the
road is helping researchers gather more and
more data on road signs, accidents etc. which 

can be used by them to train AI computers for increased knowledge about the world and human
behaviour. Did you know that a self-driving car can generate 15 TB of data every hour? For
context, your PC might be having a measly 512 GB which is 30 times less than the aforementioned
number.

3. Factory Workers - Given the number of factories that have been created in the past decade and
the ones that are being created, it is quite obvious that a very large number of workers are
required to put the factory into action. However, the cost of human workers is greater in the long
term as opposed
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to robots which will be able to perform these tasks with ease. Also, the availability of human
labour is quite low as opposed to machines. This then begs the question for the industrialists:
Would it be worth to employ human workers even after all the care and leaves and bonuses they
require every year? The plausible answer seems to be no because as opposed to human workers,
industrial machines only require a one-time purchase with some occasional maintenance. This
makes them more economical and efficient as they could work for longer periods of time without
any breaks.

4. Road Cleaners - Again, I know that this may not be on the top of anyone’s list but then at the 

end of the day, it is still a job done by humans.
So hear me out (or rather read me out).
Automatic vacuum cleaners are kind of a
common sight in many people’s homes.
Imagine trash collecting robots roaming
around the city collecting all your trash from
the trash cans or on the road. The road
sweepers can also benefit from the self-driving
cars system that we talked about earlier as 

they become automated. These robots will be able to pick up any kind of trash that they find and
then be able to empty their trash collectors into a city collection of sorts from where it can be 

taken care of. 

5. News Reporters on TV - Many people would be kind of surprised to see this profession in the
list but let’s face the truth, all the reporters on TV have a teleprompter in front of them from
where they read all the news (like the weather news). This same task can be accomplished quite
easily by robots that just have the script embedded into them. This not only would reduce the
need for a teleprompter, but also, they can be easily stopped in case of any new news which
needs broadcasting right away. This reduces the time wasted as the script of the robot can be
easily changed via a simple computer input by the concerned person.

6. Security Guards - This is a profession that is very likely to be taken over by robots as human
security guards are prone to laziness as well as inaccuracy. This makes robots a very good choice
as they will be forced to follow protocols every time regardless of the person, as many guards are
many a time scolded for stopping the person. This not only allows for greater security but also
for less chances of error, as no one will be able to pass them without any security checks. They
also can be made more robust than a human guard so as to make them ready for any type of
circumstances. They will not take any breaks because these are the times when most of the
people try to enter some place where they are not supposed to be.

7. Soldiers - This is sort of a terminator-like situation, but as tensions between global powers
increase, wars are a bit more likely, which is a very big cause of the loss of many human lives. 
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Robots, hence, will be a viable option due to their ability to resist weapons more readily; but they
can again be made a lot more robust and equipped with high calibre weapons to attack with a
greater force. This makes them more and more likely to replace the conventional soldiers due to
these advantages.

8. Delivery Personnel - Online shopping is what most of the
people in today’s world do as it is very convenient to just sit at
your home and add the items that you need and then
checkout. It is that simple (unless you are living under a rock)!
However, many times deliveries get delayed due to some
Pandemics! This is again a limitation of human delivery
personnel as they also have to care about their wellbeing,
which is a big concern. So, this is where automated delivery

systems come in. In some places, Amazon has started delivering its parcels by drones. This not
only allows for a speedy delivery, but also reduces contact with personnel. Also, by road,
automated delivery vehicles can be used which are just like the self-driving cars which we
mentioned earlier.

9. Personal Assistants
This one is just like the Google Assistant or the Siri or the Bixby in your phone. All of these keep
on getting more and more advanced day by day which makes them a good alternative to the
assistants that some people might already have. This is because not only do they work at your
command but also remember everything which makes them very trustworthy. They not only
help you get some useful work done but also allow for some entertainment as they can also share
jokes or maybe play some games (though the jokes nowadays stink!). Recently, Google has also
been able to reduce the size of the Google Assistant allowing it to be stored locally on the phones.
This allows Google to still function without the internet because earlier it was accessed by the
phones on a server which required a constant connection with the internet to work.

10. Repair services
This one is kind of obvious as this is machine to machine coordination. The repair bot only has
to look for things that seem to be out of place in the specific machine since it will have the
complete manual of the machine programmed into it (quite literally!). Then it just has to rectify
the problem by giving the most economical and easy solution possible. This allows for more
accurate problem sensing as sometimes humans tend to overlook things while the robot will be
able to find all the problems easily. They also will be able to repair the machine faster and more
accurately as they would not do any uninvited exploring in the machine.

There are many more professions that might not be present in the future which are not
mentioned in this list. However, we need to be ready to embrace the future as there are jobs that
do not exist right now but will be of great importance in the future. So, in the end, it is of utmost
importance for the people who are at the stage of deciding their career to keep check of
situations like these and make a rational decision.
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How about going to a supermarket on a Sunday night (of course it will be closed) thought about
opening the locks, just move past the main gates and collect all the stuff required and get back to the
street by passing through the wall? Well, that's an amazing idea, not ethical though. But what
matters the most is that if it's possible? Unfortunately, it's not possible in the microscopic world but
it can be achieved in the quantum world. 

The mind-boggling phenomenon is known as Quantum Tunnelling. Let's inspect a situation, imagine
releasing a quantum particle like an electron into space on one side of a potentially high barrier.
According to classical physics, we are sure that particles can't pass through the barrier as it's not
energetic enough to climb over the barrier. On the contrary, there is some non-zero probability that
the particle will be sitting happily on the other side of the barrier in the Quantum world. 

To understand it more clearly, let's take the particle in form of its wave function, where its
amplitude represents the probability of finding it in a certain place. When this wave encounters the
barrier, it doesn't collapse. Instead, it continues inside the barrier coming out from the side, although
with a smaller. 

So, Tunnelling is basically the probability of finding the particle on the other side of the barrier. The
lighter a particle, and the smaller and narrower the barrier, the more likely it is to be seen on the
other side.
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Having a hobby that students enjoy, enriches their
lives. It provides them some fun during their
leisure time and the opportunity to learn new
skills. Students of our School are fortunate to have
different hobby classes and one of the engaging
hobbies is ORGANIC FARMING, which includes
students of class VI-X. Being a part of this club
developed a sense of eco-responsibility in their
minds. It keeps them in touch with NATURE and
gives them the opportunity to spread the “Be
Organic” trend in VidyaGyan. 

Students associate themselves a lot with this club
as most of them belong to a farming background.
They love watching the seeds sown, push up
through the soil, and grow into beautiful flowers
and vegetables. Apart from learning practical
skills in agriculture, our farm is a living
laboratory for the study of environmental issues.
For the purpose of enhancing the fertility of the
soil in the farm, students prepared manure by
using kitchen waste of mess and cow dung
collected from nearby Suraincha village. It was
then mixed with the soil and as a result, after a
few months, there was a notable difference in the
quality of the soil. 

At times while working on the farm students were
disappointed when the seeds did not turn out into
plants, but that did not discourage them and they
kept on trying their level best to grow healthy
plants. Students prepared pesticide using neem.
Wood ash was also used to protect the plants from
harmful pests. 

Hard work eventually yields success and the yield
of our student's hard work was a variety of
vegetables on the school farm such as cabbages,
cauliflowers, chilies, beans, radish, tomatoes,
coriander, fenugreek, spinach, onions, potatoes
along with some seasonal flowers and herbal
plants. Students also started the project of
mushroom farming, in the initial year they had to
face failure as the button mushrooms didn’t turn
out well but in the next year, oyster mushroom
cultivation became a huge success for them.
Students presented their first product to the
Principal and Vice-Principal of the School. They
appreciated and motivated the students for their
work.
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Every week fresh organic vegetables obtained from the Field and oyster mushrooms are sold to the
teachers. Teachers cooked varieties of delicious mushroom dishes. Students organized an “Organic
veggie sale” on the school campus and invited all teaching and non-teaching staff residing on the
campus. Many staff members encouraged the students by purchasing vegetables. The highly spirited
sale ended by raising a good amount. The earning was reinvested back into farming and also in
providing some stationery to the students in the nearby village. 

A field trip was organized for the students, they visited Organic India farm and factory set up Near
Lucknow. Students acquired great ideas given by the concerned people, to improve the quality of
organic farming products. Students also got the opportunity to observe and understand how the
processing of organic products like tea and other herbal medicines is done. 

For the coming session, we are planning to increase productivity in order to provide organic vegetables
in our school mess. Students aim to encourage farmers residing in a nearby village, to practice organic
farming and understand its importance. 

Students of the organic farming club have a great interest in agriculture, being a part of this club they
comprehend the basics which might be of great benefit if they pursue further studies in agriculture. 

We believe that Organic farming is the best way to conserve the environment and Organic products are
the best medicines for all diseases. That’s why we say” For a healthy life be organic” and “Be eco-
friendly”.
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Because of their doubly-ruled structure, they derive their structural integrity from their shape, no
matter the mass. The shape's resilience to break under compression gives it exceptional stiffness and
also makes them equally impressive architectural structures, like you might have noticed at the
Jawahar Lal Nehru Stadium, New Delhi.

Ever wondered why Pringles have this unique shape?

Proctor and Gamble launched Pringles as a solution to the other chips in the market that
are extremely greasy and fragile. To create this ideal chip they, sought guidance from a Chemist,
Fredric J. Baur, who was equally adept at mathematics. He created this saddle-shaped chip with the
help of a geometrical formula and suggested that the chips be placed in vacuum sealed cylindrical
can.

In mathematics, we call this shape Hyperbolic Paraboloid.

And...there is more to this shape than meets the eye. 

Alike the use of this shape to prevent the Pringles at the
bottom of the can from breaking under pressure due to
the the ones on top of them, the shape has many useful
applications in the physical world. 

Jawahar Lal Nehru Stadium, New Delhi Philips Pavilion, Brussels Dorton Arena, North Carolina

Having read about the relevance of this shape, are you now ready for the Pringle Ringle?

In this challenge, you must make a ring of Pringles,
without making use of adhesives to hold them together. 

Re-mind you : No tape! No glue! 

Once done, do share with us your photograph with the
ring at nucleus@sns.edu.in, following which you shall
awarded with the certificate of success from team
NUCLEUS. 

The challenge requires a lot of patience as well as precise
placement of the chips. Good luck keeping yourself from
eating them!

The most astonishing fact of all is that hyperbolic paraboloid is suspected to be one of the
possible shapes of the universe!
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The only activity on which humans spend 26 years of their life is sleeping and It will not be an
exaggeration to say we still beg for 'five more minutes' of it. In simple words, Around 1/3rd of our life
is in a mysterious state called sleeping. This behavior is common in all animals ranging from flies to
humans. 

Have you ever wondered why we sleep? and why is it so important that our major portion of life is
spent sleeping? According to some researchers, Our sleep-drive is linked to an organic compound-
Adenosine, which is produced in the brain. As one becomes more tired leading to bedtime, the level
of Adenosine rises throughout this process and finally, our body breaks this down during our sleep.
Sleep is an essential function that recharges our body leaving it refreshed and alert when one wakes. 

So, maybe one can call it a psychological way of "recharging our body at the flight mode" It is also the
main reason behind a healthy heart and the immunity boost. Pain tolerance power is also increased
by a healthy sleep. According to some scientists, it also increases memory and makes you smarter. 

Not only it puts one in a good mood but also
helps to make better decisions. So, next time
before making a tough choice, 'Take a nap and
Play smart'. The fact that- Humans are the only
mammals that can delay sleep, adds a feather to
its mystery cap. Animals like a cat, dog, goat, etc
sleep when their body tells them. But, the
Human brain can say "Go Back Sleep" for maybe
watching 'Wonder Woman'. According to NDTV,
a new survey finds that 1 in every 5 people
across the world is sleep deprived. This directly
indicates that maybe our power to 'delay sleep'
is abuse.

Let us not forget that sleep deprivation can kill
individuals quickly than food deprivation.
Shockingly, we also spend 7 years trying to get
sleep which can easily be reduced with healthy
sleeping habits and sleep hygiene. Make sure
you get quality sleep to get a quality life. Have a
comfy sleep today.
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Michio Kaku, popularly known for his work on string theory, delineates the necessity more than the
possibility of interstellar travel and the need for extending human civilisation beyond Earth. The book
compellingly describes the cataclysmic events of the past that may become the reason for the extinction
of the human species in the future, but, also at the same time, emphasises on the progressing
advancement in the technology that may turn this idea of sustainable space settlement from a science
fiction movie into reality. 
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Released in February, 1999, October Sky, is one of the most underrated biopics based on the book
"Rocket Boys", which is the first memoir in the series of four, authored by American Engineer, Homer
Hickam Jr. 

The story revolves around him as a boy (Jake Gyllenhaal), a coal miner's son, who, inspired by the
launch of Sputnik 1, takes up amateur rocketry against his father's will and later becomes a NASA
engineer.

It is 1957 and Homer is a high school student in Coalwood, West Virginia when Soviet Union launches
its first man-made satellite, Sputnik 1. With aspirations building up and mind exhilarated by the
launch of the satellite, unlike the feelings of fear of his neighbors, Homer builds up his team and
initiates to build rockets of their own, under the guidance of their science teacher, Miss Riley (Laura
Dern). 

Homer's father (Chris Cooper) takes a dim view of his son's interest and is under the false idea that
his son would end up doing the same job as him, which conjured conflicts between them two. Despite
failures of a few launches, accusations and existing traditional family conflicts, he chases his dreams,
achieves new heights and comes out as a hero!

How? It is you who has to find out!
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HORIZONTAL

1) Creature which have their heart in their head. When you think
of them, think of a sea creature often eaten by us, and starting
with the letter 'S'! [6] 

6) Fishes which survive sub-freezing environment.When you
think of them, think of the coldest desert! [8] 

8) Creature with the thickest fur ever.When you think of them,
think of the cutest but lethal aquatic animal! [5] 

11) This animal is very clumsy and unlucky, as half of them have
broken their bones from repeatedly falling from trees.When you
think of them, think of an ape starting with the letter 'O'! [9] 

12) Like humans, they can comprehend deep feelings and
complicated thoughts. When you think of them, think of one of
the largest mammals on land! [8] 

13) Animals which can clone a human's fingerprint, also made a
suspect in many investigations. When you think of them, think of
the letter 'K' hanging around! [5] 

16) A group of this animal is called 'crash' .When you think of
them, think of the animal with the distinct horn! [5] 

17) Creature with black skin and white translucent fur.When you
think of them, think of the first Antarctic carnivore that comes to
your mind! [9] 

18) Creature which hums the melodious F key.When you think of
them, think of a parasite's name which is the synonym of home!
[8] 

21) With them taking 30 days to digest a leaf.When you think of
them, think of an animal describing the world 'slow'! [5] 

23) Their monochrome stripes are a natural bug repellent.When
you think of them, think of one of the most common herbivores in
a grassland! [5] 

24) This animal survives without blood or brain.When you think
of them, think of a creature named after a shape! [8] 

25) Sharks which can glow in the dark due to a
phenomenon;biofluorescence.When you think of them, think of
the word for a bulged bruise! [10] 

VERTICAL

2) Using bubbles as a trap for prey.When you think of them,
think of the sea creature with the significant hump! [13]

3) Creatures which have 98.8% of the same DNA as humans,
albeit there are 35 million noted differences between them
and us.When you think of them, think of an ape native to the
Savannah! [10]

4) This animal is also called the 'river horse'.When you think
of them, think of a fat semi-aquatic animal! [5]

5) This animal can sense sadness in others of its species, and it
makes it sad too.When you think of them, think of an animal
who adores a milk-made product! [5]

7) Their skin turns blue in winters.When you think of them,
think of Santa's carrier! [8]

9) This animal can only eat with their head inverted.When
you think of them, think of the pink-est animal ever! [8]

10) The flyable mammal which bites and keeps their prey's
blood from clotting with their saliva.When you think of them,
think of the mythological beings hungry for blood! [10]

14) Their bite is capable of crushing a bowling bowl.When you
think of them,think of the Ursidae family! [11]

15) This animal doesn't have teeth.When you think of them,
think of an animal's diet which majorly includes insects! [8]

19) Creature with three hearts, nine brains.Blue is the colour
of their blood,their hands is their tongue.When you think of
them, think of the number 8! [7]

20) These animals when travelling, hold one another's
tail.When you think of them, think of a sea creature named
after a terrestrial animal! [8]

22) This animal has 4 times sharper vision than
humans.When you think of them, think of one of the most
common vultures! [5]
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Asteroids are small rocks and objects in our solar system
that pose a threat to earth. NASA and Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) work with programs such as IASC to
identify and track asteroids to circumvent any such
calamities. In June, an esteemed program was held by
STEM & Space in collaboration with International
Astronomy Search Collaboration (IASC), across grades 6-8.
In this project, students explored real astronomy data, 
 looked for asteroids, and learnt valuable skills in data
analysis. Noida campus students alone have made more
than 30 preliminary discoveries among 10 teams.
Preliminary discoveries are only the first discovery of an
asteroid, and it will take about a year's worth of
observations before a few of them are confirmed as
provisional discoveries and are formally recorded.
Participation Certificates were given to all students.

The INSSDC is a STEAM-based competition, where the senior school students get exposure to industrial
engineering. This year 10 students from grades 9-11 represented our school. In this year-long programme
that began in May, 2020, the students worked in teams and came up with a 40-page report clearly
depicting the idea and designs of creating a city in space for a given number of people. This encourages
the students to think out of the box and come up with the most effective solutions to accomplish the idea
of living for many people in space, keeping in mind the scientific aspects of it.Likewise, this competition is
held every year and the competition organizers come up with different new concepts as per the
requirements.

Synapse was an Inter-School Competition organised by
Ryan International School, Rohini, which took place on
the 16th and 17th of October, 2020. Students of Shiv Nadar
School, Noida participated enthusiastically in all the
events in the competition, such as: Neuron: Think with
the Brain, What Will you do?, Quiz Atomy, Code White,
and many more. These events provided the students with
a good exposure to the realistic world. Our students
cleared many of the rounds in these events, and made us
proud with all 4 participants from our school securing the
top positions in the event, “Code White”, where students
participated in a debate, being just one of the several
instances of them dealing with real-life problems. The
topic of the debate was, “Should the sale of human organs
be legalised?”. It was conducted with the intent of
improving the Healthcare System.
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The climate action project takes forward one of the UN’s
(United Nations) very essential SDG (Sustainable
development Goals) 13: Climate Action. From September
till November in 2020, few students from the middle and
senior school, got the opportunity to explore the climatic
conditions worldwide, as teams. Every week of the project
uncovered different mysteries and took the students one
step towards helping the society. This experience
encouraged the students to dig into the effects and causes
of climate change and push their boundaries in terms of
brainstorming solutions for the same. Climate action
projects have flourished, many schools throughout the
world are a part of this, involving 130 participants and 15
countries.

The Energy Boot Camp was organized for grades 6 to 12, by
Indian Youth Nuclear Society (IYNS) in association with Shiv
Nadar Schools and Vidyagyan Schools. This one month-long
awareness event on “Sustainability: Energy and
Environment” commenced on October 06, 2020 and
concluded with three Interactive Sessions from 6th to 8th
November, 2020. The event encompassed a good mix of fun
and learnings, with various engaging activities and
interactive sessions with eminent scientists from India and
abroad in the field of Nuclear Science. The programme had
three rounds consisting of quizzes. The highlight of this event
was a virtual tour to a nuclear reactor. There were also
various fun-filled activities related to nuclear energy, like
poster making and digital art, slogans and taglines, movies
and documentaries, creative art and Memes and cartoons.
This Boot Camp helped students understand more about
nuclear energy, sustainability and the environment, and also
about their conservation.
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Science of Art Restoration involves professional scientific restoration techniques for degraded and
decomposed sculptures, paintings and various other artefacts of historical significance, by bringing it
back to its former condition. Sustainable Development Goal 11 (SDG 11) aims to make cities and  human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. Within this goal, Target 11.4 aims to strengthen
efforts to protect and safeguard the world's cultural and natural heritage and this is an aspect of art
restoration. Following the importance laid down in the National Education Policy of 2020 on the
development and implementation of art-integrated education in the CBSE curriculum, on 27th
November 2020, the Department of Science and Department of Visual Arts collaboratively organised a
Webinar about science and techniques of art conservation in association with INTACH (Indian
National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage) and how we can integrate art with science projects. The
webinar focused on creating awareness about career options in Museology as an Art Conservator,
about different institutes where the same can practised, the entrance exams required, etc. The
audience included students across middle and senior school along with interested faculty members.

UnLab is an exceptional opportunity
provided by UnLab, from ThinkTac, to all
children from Grades 6 – 10. This program
was conducted by UnLab from October to
December, 2020. It is a free of cost
program, that makes science interesting
from all aspects, by conducting fascinating
experiments with easily available and
affordable materials, that explain science
concepts related to our curriculum in an
enthralling manner. Digital resources are
provided to us every week, with regard to
the experiment. This includes a material 

list, a detailed document and a video that explains the process of the experiment step-by-step, and an
Observation Sheet, which guides us to make variations to our model, and makes us apply our mind.
After every week, a webinar is organised, where the mentor diligently explains us the concepts and
principles behind the experiment. These weekly webinars are made interactive with Polls and Quizzes,
thereby reinforcing our learning.
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“Paleontology is a very visual inquiry. All paleontologists scribble on their napkins at coffee breaks,
making sketches to explain their beliefs”. This quote by Robert T.Bakker, a popular American
paleontologist, talks about how it is seen as a science that people seem to know only as the ‘thing’ done
by people crazy about dinosaurs. It perfectly sums up the need for this talk. Hence, this synapse talk was
conducted to introduce some of the underlying working mechanisms of paleontology and what can be
achieved through these mechanisms- a journey through the ‘accidental and mystifying story of life’.
This journey included a visit to the underwater vistas of the ediacaran to the great dying of the permian
to the evolution of whales, and a whole lot of organisms in between. The talk was interactive in nature
and was attended by about 30 people including students from various streams and years as well as
professors.

The physics society conducted its 4th “What if” this month. Various hypothetical situations like “What if
all water changed to milk?” or “What if the earth was shaped like a torus?” and the participating teams
were supposed to come up with a scientific explanation for the various effects of such a situation. The
aim was to promote scientific methodology and have fun at the same time. We had a total of 6 teams
participating out of which one was an alumni team. Dr. Mayukh Majumder judged the entire event for
us.All the participating teams chose one question and then moved into breakout rooms to discuss them
for 30 minutes. The teams then presented their analysis, with the first analysis by the alumni team,
which acted as a guide for the other teams. Winning and participation certificates were given to the
respective teams.

Hosted by: Physics Society, Shiv Nadar University
Date: 17.10.20 Time: 6 PM to 7 PM

Platform: Microsoft Teams

Hosted by: Genesis- the Life Sciences Society, Shiv Nadar University
Date: 17.10.20 Time: 6 PM to 7 PM

A description of the puzzle that is paleontology
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Colloquium is project based learning challenges aimed to solve a real world problem. The teams
apply tech learning to solve these challenges. It not only displays the technology skills gained
through different tech baskets offered at School but also harnesses entrepreneurial skills in students.
Thus, offers enriching learning experience to students. Students from grade 10 took part in this and
became the first runners up. This competition gives the students a chance to take any problem in
their surroundings and gives them an opportunity to solve it , believing that mere 16 year olds are
alone so powerful.

Synkalo a three campus competition consisting of various interdisciplinary competitions for middle
and senior school. It had different variations to it like the Synkalo - Admad which focuses on
showcasing creativity and thinking skills in Mathematics.Participants were given a topic which was
a combination of Maths concept and a Product. For Example: Exponent Coffee, Algebra Masala etc,
Next Synkalo Experiments with Social Science , In this competition, students removed barriers
within different subjects and chose and demonstrated various phenomena of Social Science and
science using their experimental skills /hands on activity . Lastly , Synkalo- Timeless Trillion'  A level
based Math/Science competition in which children were grouped according to their houses and
participated collectively. The competition was for Grade 9-12.

This programme was organised in collaboration with International Astronomy Search Collaboration
(IASC). 20 of our students from Grades 7 - 9 participated in the programme in the months of May-
June, 2020. They were trained to use the software Astronomica to analyse the data that they received
from observatories in real time. Collectively, our students made 23 preliminary discoveries of
Asteroids, which have been named after our school. They received certificates of commendation from
IASC and NASA. The students augmented their skill of data analysis, and got a better understanding
of concepts of Astronomy.
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                                                           Individual Competition Achievements:
Energy Boot camp was an event organised by Shiv Nadar Schools in collaboration with Indian Youth
Nuclear Society (IYNS) in October - November, 2020. It was a month long event aimed at bringing
awareness about Nuclear Energy as well as Climate Change in students. There were many individual
competitions organised with themes related to Nuclear Energy and Climate Change. It contained
various competitions like painting , rap songs and poems , slogans and taglines etc. The Energy boot
camp was the perfect event for giving the students an opportunity to know more about their physics
and get their creative juices flowing!. Students from grade 6 to 8 took part in this.

                                                                      Inter-school Competition:
Our students participated in the inter-school event which was a part of the Energy Boot Camp. They
were required to make a video showcasing public Opinion on Nuclear Energy and Climate Change.
They also have to work on a project and present it to eminent Scientists. A team of 3 of our students
presented a project on the working of a Nuclear Reactor, and stood 4th among 15 teams from Shiv
Nadar Schools and Vidyagyan Schools. It was a chance for students to show their collaborative skills
and learn about interesting topics through the use of various art forms.

11 of our students of Grades 8 and 9 from Shiv Nadar School Faridabad are current participants of the
Space Settlement Design Competition. In this competition, the students are put in the shoes of
aerospace industry engineers, designing a settlement in space that will be home for about 9,000
people. Student engineers demonstrate creativity, technical competence, management skills, space
environment  knowledge, teamwork and presentation techniques to conquer the problems inherent
in designing a Space Settlement. Our students qualified for the Indian National round of the
competition, after which they also qualified for the Asian round, which serves as the  Semi-finals for
the ‘International Space Settlement Design Competition’ held every year in July at the NASA's
Kennedy Space Centre, Florida. Our Students will be competing with other Asian countries from 29th
January -2nd February to win a place in the International round of the competition.
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HOPE
Feb 9, 2021
UAE mission reaches
Mars and goes into orbit

TIANWEN-1
Feb 10, 2021

Chinese orbiter, lander and rover mission
reaches Mars and goes into orbit.

VENUS & JUPITER CONJUNCTION
Feb 11, 2021
The conjunction of Venus and Jupiter will be
visible in the eastern sky right before
sunrise.

MARS 2020
Feb 18, 2021

NASA rover and
rotorcraft lands in Jezero

Crater on Mars
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PARKER SOLAR PROBE
Feb 20, 2021
NASA solar mission makes fourth Venus
flyby

QUADRUPLE
CONJUNCTION

March 9 and 10, 2021
Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn can be

spotted southeast in the
predawn sky in one straight line.

SUPERMOON
April 27, 2021

First of four supermoons; followed by
Supermoons on May 26 and June 24. 

LYRIDS
April 21-22, 2021
This shower that comes from the
Comet Thatcher, will be active
from April 14 till April 30. It will
peak around April 21-22.
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- Sandhya Kasi,  Shiv Nadar University

The Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine was awarded jointly to Harvey J. Alter, Michael Hughton
and Charles M. Rice for the discovery of the Hepatitis C virus. This was a significant contribution as
it identified a new category of hepatitis virus, resolving the unidentifiable cause of several chronic
hepatitis cases. It also brings with it the possibility of curing the disease.

A group of scientists from the Netherlands Cancer
Institute added to our anatomical knowledge, a
fourth set of salivary glands- the tubarial glands.
They stumbled upon this when they saw an
unexpectedly high level of labelling in the
nasopharynx, a region where only minor salivary
glands were thought to exist. The team used to
combination of PET (Positron Emission Tmography)
and CT (Computed Tomography) scans.

A group of scientists from Princeton University found in a study, that Africans contain a surprisingly
large amount of Neanderthal genes in their genome. It was always assumed that only a few modern
humans migrated back to the African continent after mating with the Neanderthals in Eurasia. 
 However, the large amount of Neanderthal DNA (about 17Mb) found in Africans says otherwise.

Nobel Prize- HepC- December

New Salivary glands- October

Neanderthal DNA in africans

Within one year of the start of the coronavirus
pandemic Pfizer, in December, announced the
completion of its vaccine against the virus. This is
the fastest that a vaccine has been made, followed
only by the mumps vaccine which took 4 years. This
was possible only because of the development of
biotechnology and RNA vaccines in the recent years.

Fastest Vaccine- December
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- -Malavika Ramkumar,  Shiv Nadar University

Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer A. Doudna were awarded the Nobel Prize for the discovery of
precise “genetic scissors”. This discovery, that originated from bacteria, open the doors into a future
of precise gene manipulation providing opportunities for genes therapy and many more applications.

A multi-institutional team of scientists led by
the U.S. Department of Energy's Ames
Laboratory has developed a first-of-its-kind
catalyst that is able to process polyolefin
plastics, that are widely used in most things,
like plastic bags, shampoo bottles, and food
containers. The process results in uniform,
high-quality components that can be used to
make fuels, and solvents.

Discovered by Dr. Jared Leadbetter from California
Institute of technology, this bacterium can use
manganese for chemosynthesis. It is the first
known case in which bacteria use manganese as a
source of energy. It presents great opportunities
for detoxification of metal contaminated sources.

Australian National University (ANU) managed to create a diamond just by applying high pressures
and without raising the ambient temperature. They obtained two types of diamond. The possibility
of creating a diamond so quickly and at room temperature opens up multiple possibilities, including
for industry.

The Nobel Prize- Crispr Cas System

Designing of macromolecules for plastic
recycling- October.

Metal eating bacteria

Diamonds made in minutes- November
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A LANGUAGE FOR AI
Dr. Aakash Sinha,  Assistant Professor of Practice, 

Department of Electrical Engineering, Shiv Nadar University

Can we design a language which ensures zero ambiguity in written and verbal communication? Such
a language would be perfect for AI as well. There is perhaps a language which was consciously
created to ensure zero ambiguity. So perfect that it fits remarkably well in modern AI based semantic
analysis. This language is Sanskrit.  It is just like a “strongly typed” computer programming language
( e.g. C++)  and has several fault tolerant features.

For example, in Sanskrit the meaning of a sentence remains exactly the same irrespective of the
order of words.  Take the sentence “Mohan Modakam Khadasi '', (meaning - Mohan eats laddoo) you
can rearrange the 3 words in any manner , the meaning will exactly remain the same. Try this out in
English (like : laddoo eats Mohan! ). Moreover, the 'verbs' are qualified to indicate the tense
(present, past, future, past perfect), person(first, second, third) and plurality(singular, double,
many) . Similarly, nouns are qualified to indicate gender, plurality, active-passive. Also, the role of
the noun w.r.t. to the verbs is explicitly declared (7 roles). This leaves no room for ambiguity in
written communication. For verbal communication, Sanskrit's Devanagari script arranges all vowels
as pure sounds and consonants in groups depending on which portion of mouth is touched by the
tongue, thus ensuring precise phonetic pronunciation. The language has thousands of ancient
manuscripts including Mahabharata which has a record 100,000 verses, world's biggest prose by far.

NASA scientist, Rick Brigs, had written an article on
Sanskrit, its grammar and its application for  AI. I
am using his findings for this article. Among the
accomplishments of Sanskrit, the grammarians can
be reckoned a method for paraphrasing Sanskrit in
a manner that is identical not only in essence but in
form with current work in Artificial Intelligence.
The domain for this type of language was the
equivalent of today's technical journals. The
reasoning of these authors is couched in a style of
language that had been developed especially to
formulate logical relations with scientific precision.

Sanskrit sentence when rendered into triples matches the analysis arrived at through the application
of computer processing.  A further similarity between the two systems is the striving for
unambiguity. Both Indian and AI schools en-code in a very clear, often apparently redundant way, in
order to make the analysis accessible to inference. The important point is that the same ideas are
present in both traditions . In fact, in many proposed semantic net systems, it is the Indian analysis
which is more specific. 
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The degree to which a semantic net is cumbersome and odd-sounding in a natural language is the
degree to which that language is "natural" and deviates from the precise or "artificial."  Sanskrit has
zero deviation unlike any other human language.  The semantic net analysis resembles the Sanskrit
analysis remarkably, but the latter has an interesting flavor. Instead of a change from one location to
another, as the semantic net analysis prescribes, the Indian system views the process as a uniting and
disuniting of an agent. This process is equivalent to the concept of addition to and deletion from sets. It
is tempting to think of them as computer scientists without the hardware, but a possible explanation is
that a search for clear, unambiguous understanding is inherent in the human being. In the Indian
system, inference is very complete indeed.

A good future direction from here would be to implement an AI based natural language processing
(NLP) system which runs on Sanskrit. We will likely find out that this system outperforms standard
NLP by an order of magnitude, a great project for some of you bright young minds to take up.
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